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ABSTRACT

This. paper reviews and analyzes the literature dealing with training
teachers of 'adults. Existing exemplary training programs and prac-
tices are identified and described, enabling practitioners to choose
alternative models and programs for practice. Contents include:
need for.the study; search of the literature; needs of teachers;
identified desirable teacher competencies; kinds of teacher traiming
prograts described in the literature; description of models in the
lit.trature; models for planning and'.developing in-sertv±ce programs
.for training teachers of adults; and examples of programs and prac-
tices in the field.
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FOREWORD

e

Adult' and continuing education programs are proliferating at a pace

that produces new strains ii the patchwork instructional system.

Most teachers of adults have never received adequate, let -itiOne eX-

tensive, formal training. Even today, with increasing nue6ers of
,

colleges and universities offering graduate programs in adult educA-

tion, a surprisingly small percentage of teachers of adults are

being prepared for their roles.

Improved training of teachers of adults is imperative in most areas

of adult education. Many practitioners hunger for'help, particular-

1Lin designing necessary training programs. Adult education serves

a vast variety of clientele in many institutional settings, however,

and as research for this project clearly demonstrates, there is no

single "right" way of training the tcachers.

This report, then, does not offer a formula for designing and deliv-

ering a program of training teachers of adults. It attempts,

rather:, to pull together representative "models" from the literature,

and to identify some innovative approaches in actual use. The result

is a presentaiion of several options from which the reader can se.:

lect one or any combination of models to suit local needs and circum-

stances.

Appendix B contains an explanation of the methodology adopted to

search the literatute as well ag to identify innovative approaches.

The,word "model"lis used in thig document in it's brOad sense to in-

clude techniques and approaches; it is not restricted to full pic-

tures of method, conterit, clientele, and so on.

Several, fcatures may be observed in reading this'document. Fixst,

most of the,content is devoted to in-service training, reflecting

the literature reviewed. Although recent years have,seen marked

interest in pre-service training for teachers of adults, some of it

through gradxate programs, little has been done to produce models.

The Commission of Profeg'sors of Adult Education of the Adult Educa-

tion Association, U.S.A., is currently engaged in studying graduate

programs for the purpose of developing a mgdel or models based on

the needs and perceptions of the field.

Next, many references are made to adult basic education literature.

Much of the abundant documentation in this area was generated by

the regional staff development projects funded under the Adult

Education Act of 1966, Title III, Section 309c. Most staff devel-

opment material in the literature is easily transferable to other

areas of education.

Third, the reader will note.that.there is little mention of models



tor training trainers in business/anq industry. A vast amount oi
training literature exiSts in business and industry, but the few '

,references to tsaining trainers do,..rlat differ essentially from models
in other areas of adult education.1

In an attempt to -identify models in business and industry, the au
thor supplemented his literature search by contacting directors of
training, members of the American Society for Training nd Develop
ment, and professors.in schocas of management. The investigation
revealed that while some companies have deveroped their own proce
dures for training trliners, most depend upon "packaged" programs-
such as the instrumented learning method popularized by Robert Blake
of Scientific Methods, Inc. and Jay Hall Of Teleometrics Internation
al. Hall's Awareness Model: A Rationale of Learning and Its Appli
cation to Individual end Organizational Practices is one cf the pop
ular trainer training programs. 'Training by objectives is another
common approach adopted widely in recent years.

Participative learning is becomipg an accepted practice in manager
training for business and industry. A .survey of 200 ASTD members
concerning actionoriented techniques ia participative learning
showed that the most popular forms includeaole playing, cases/inci
dents, inbasket exercises, programmed instrUction, simulation games,'
group discussions, and prbjects.*

The use of teachers or trainers predominates in the models selected.
There is some evidence in the literature that training teachers of
adults is leaning toward more selfinstructional models such as
computerassisted and programmed instruction. Nevertheless, most
programs still rely upon'a personal interface between learners and
a "teacher," whatever the teacher is called, be it a trainer, facil
itator, manager of the learrAng environment, 'Sr resource person.
The National Training Labbiatories have specialized in the prepara
tion of such group leaders and facilitators.

This report addrtsses itself to the training of teachers of adults.
In a sense,.this limitation does not reflect reality fully, because
many eaucational and training progrcms are using aides to supplement
and complement regular teachers.

A tra.ining program, according to the literature and experience of
directors of adult education prcgrams, ought to contain a component
on hoc:: to work with aides. Several reviewers of this manuscript
suggested that training for aides should be included in the teacher
trainin programs. The author refrained froM interjecting his own
evatuat on of the models and ograms, but his preferences are re

ecte in the repurt--at lea t to the extent that what is included
necessarily implies something Ise was excluded.

The main conclusion one must reach after studying the current status
of training teachers of adults is that much reains to be done to
ward effectiveness. To be sure, the Models we now have, together
with the way they are-being implemented in programs, can serve as

'<Donald P. Crane. "Involvemen) Techniques for Managerial Training,'"
ASTD Training and Developpent ournal 26:5 (May 1972): 26-29.-
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transitional alternatives. If more training programs wert to adopt

one or another of these models and practices, the field of adult.edu-.

cation would advance dramatically. Coupled with this review, a study

of learning theories and research fin.dings about adult learning--when

better DeZerenced--would give the field greater momenttm.

The models reported were tested, in a sense, at the Adult Education
Association. Conference in Salt Lake City.in 1975, where the) served

as the bast's fv.r,a.specia.1 session on "The Adult Educator as a Learn-

er:" The large number of participants rehcted favorably tp the mod-

els-a5td used tLem-to'devise training programs for their puposes.

This study is, therefore, no more 'than a first cut,of what ought to
De a modest'a6vement toward a more comprehensive effort to impiove

the training of teachers of adults.

T71z.1 author wtshes to acknowledge the efforts of'the many persons

whose material contributed to .the literaure. Also, thanks go tu

those who helped in various ways; i.e., by identifying and reporting 4

exemplary programs, and by criticizing the manuscript at various.
phases of preparation. Special thanks are owed to the Professors
David V. Tiedeman and John A.-Niemi, both from the ERIC Clearinghouse
in Career Education at Northern Illinois University; the former for

making on-site visits to several programs and preparing reports on
those programs; the laeter for his help in searching the literatur&

and seeing the manuscript to print. A word'of thanks is due to Dr.

Doris Chertow and Ms. Sally Anne Vaughan foi' editing and preparing
the manuscript for publication, and to the National Association for

Public. and Continuing Education for making this document available

more widely.

Stanley M. Gribowski

Boston University
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NEED FOR MODELS AND INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS

Adults are.educated in mazy settings and under diverse institutional
sponsorships. Education, training, and r-Errainlhe of adults and out-
of-schoolyouths are functions of business and industry, churches and
snagogues, the military,,governmental and community organizatiOns,
as well as of schools and universities.

To the extent that such broad and varied activity can be called a
."field,:' it encomposses a large segmen: of our population:. The fig-
ures for adhlt participation in education range from a conservative
25 million to a generous 60 million, depending upon the person count-,
ing and. the-,criteria used to.determine adult effort. No matter how

;one arrives' at a figure, it appears that in 1975 we have "for'the
first time more adults engaged in vocational'and ade education than
young people attending the formal system.at all levels:' (1)

One of the most dramatic "9xplosions" during the past deeade has been
in the mumbers of adults pursuing education. The need for continuing
education-affects adultS seeking literacy and basic life skill.s in
order to survive; paraprofessionals and skilled workers who must me-
learn their jobs or learn new ones as their old jobs are eliMinated;'
professionals required to pass re-licensure examinations and to avoid
obsolescence in their fields of specializatiu; and older adults
seeking meaningfUl use of their neWleisure time.

In a sense we can speak about "compulsory adult education"--,-education
forced upon individuals obliged to keep on top of developments ir
their professions.or by other pressures.- One writer has specifi,a
some of the categories of individuals subject to "compulsory".adult

education:.

tralfic.offenders and judges; parents of
delinquents and public scNool teachers;
illiterates on welfare; nurses; pharma-
cists; physicians; optometrists; preachers;
nursing home administrators; firemen;
policemen; dentists; psychiatrists; dieti-
cians; podiatrists; veterinarians; many
municipal, state, provincial, and federal
civil servants; employees of.all types
.pressured into taking courses, classes, or,
joining sensitivity training or organiza-
tional development groups; and, of course,
the military, where most, if not all adult
education is compulsory. (2)

A surge of people engaged in adult eqdcation is, occurring, despite
the shortage of persons adequately prepared to teach adults, The

problem of finding sufficient instructors for adults is'aggravated

12



. .

by quick turnover, resulting in a large percentage of new teachers

coming into the field every yea.. One study showed that "whether

for reasons of nel4ly inaugurated-programs or from teacher turnover

year-to-year most program settings had more than half of their

teachers with.three yeays or less experience." (3)

The overall status -of teachers of adults is made clear in this

assessment: .

The following terMo accurately describe the personnel
in all $dult education agencies including the formal

school system: mbst untrained for'the work; transient;
poorly paid; Mostly inexperienced; mostly voluntary or
part-time workers"; not receiving any in-service training;

out'of contact with_similar workers in other agencies;.
do not regard adult education as a career; will probably

quit this ear. Ybu may wonder how the system can oper-

ate. It is held together by a-relatively small propor-
(ion of,:dedicated professionals with long-term commit
mean- A high proportion of the others are in fact high-

ly trained in something (the subject matter, teaching at
\ a different level, the method being used, the particular

clientele group)..and show remarkable flexibility in

adaptiag their skills to the task at hand. Many of

these'people arp outstandingly Creative and make innova-
tive contributionsin fact, adult education is still a

field dominated by pioneers:, and there art still mission-

aries who seize on adult education as an instrument to
whatever social purpose they,have in mind. :In addition, -

given any organized access to knowledge or any learning .

method, many adults literally teach themselves, a stun.-
ning fact that we aie just be.ginning te realize. Final-

ly, much is being done'to provide traini,pg to these

workers, tO improve their salary and career expectations

and to stop the disastrous turn-over of workerS. (4)

Within the past fiva.years, increasing numbers of teachers of adblts .

have receiVe-d.some type of training.- For example, in.'Adult Basic,

Education, 79.8 percent in a national survey and 85.5 Percent in a-

state survey (Missouri) said.that they had pre- or in.-service

trainirig specifically relevant \to their teaching. (5)

Generally, teachers of adults Muse rely upon in-service training

because.pre-service preparation is limited in availability.. (6)

Many oT the Oaduate programs in adult education concentrate upon .

producing administrators rather than teachers. Even so, only six(Y7

eight universities in the United States have full-time graduate of.-

ferTags in,adult education and about another fifty provide some

coqses in Addlt education, qccording to data from the Commission of

Professots of Adult Education, Adult Education Association of the

U.S.A.
/

In*Servrce training Tor teachers of adults Tollows no standard plan

orf.content. requirement. It runs the gamut"of possible structures,

formats, and time durations, ranging from one-day workshops and in-

stabtes to fully developed coureeS extending Over the better part .

of a year. '



Everyodho....has had any contact. with the kind of training programs
now in operation is,aware that approaches employed in the past have
responded inadequateiyto'teachers' lieeds One experienced' program
.planner and promoter insiSts that "what teachers 1..mnt and need most
are 1) greater understandtng of the nature of aduit learning, 2)
.knowledgaof the cohdition8 that favor learning, and 3) Effective
ways' of maintaining those conditions, They must have help that re-
lates directly to.what they ?re doi4 in the classroom and the prob-
lems they and their students are facing each day. .They mu8t know how
to.desig\n,learning-environments and teachpg strategies that are re-
sponsive Snd supportive to the adult learner." (7)

MODELS: THE LITERATURE STORY

Needs of Teachers

Many'individuala involved as teachers of adults acknowledge gaps in
their special training and education. (8) Surveys typically show
that teachers/Of adults admit they require instruction; one report on
adult basic education teachers indicated this sentiment among 99%
of them: (9)

/

f

An.aVareness of deficient training is noted in all aspects of, adult
eduCdftibn, but is stronter in some specialized areas, such as agri-
Cultutal,extension and ddult basic education. (10) .While a majority
of teachers of adults agree on Ohe need for more in-service educa-
tion, they differ as to other essentials. One survey (11) found that
,in response tothe-luestion,-"What kinds of additional training,do
you think would be most useful to you in yotar teaching?" ABE teachers
responded-as fol:loW8':

TABLE 1

ADDITIONAL TRAINING DESIRED BY ABE TEACHERS'

Percent
I

uesired Training of Responses

a. .-Training in effective teaching procedures 24.3i

b. Visiting othet teachers to observe .

successful techniques 21.7%

c. Training in how to.better relate to the students 13.0%

d. Courses to increase knowledge of subject matter 12.2%

.e. Training centered around the problems of ,.

individual teachers" 7.0%

I don't'feel teachers need any 7.0%

g. Training in materials preparation 6.1%

h. Other 5.2%

i. No . response- 3.5%

Another survey (12) askel ABE teachers to assign a degree of ptior-
ity (highest priority,-high priority, medium priority, low priority,
and not applicable) to!)their in-service requirements1 The percent-
ages=6f those assigning high priority for 4ch need is as follows: .

/
11
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TABLE .2

IN-SERVICE EDUCATION, ABE TEACHERS.

Impreved Prograth Concerning:

Percentages
Assigning

High Priority

,
Instructional 1.1terials

. 80.5%

Selecting Methods Appropriate fur Individual Students 80.1%

Building Student 'Self-Confidence
79.2%

Diagnosis of Stujent Learning Needs
77.1%

Methoas of Instruction
75.1%

Ways to Find Out'Needs of Potential
.Participants in In-Service Programs 73.9%

Selecting Objectives Appropriate for
Individual Students

7'

Adult Learning and Development
Student Recruitment
How to Teach Intermediate Reading
Evaluation of Student Achievement

bs.,

Student Retention
63.7%

How to Teach Beginning Reading
In-Service Education for Teachers

Use of,Instructional Technology
61.8%"

How to Teach "Coping" Skills
61.1%.

As part of the same survey; local Title III directors were asked to

.assign priorities for providing effective in-serYicd'education for

ABE inStructors, using the same scale as tf-le teachers. Fiye content

areas received high priority.ratings from over two-thirds bf the

directors: .1) diagnosis .of student learning needs (78% HIGH), 2)

instructional methods (72% PIGH), 3) evaluation of Student achieve-

ment (69% HIGH), 4) adult learning and development (69% HIGH), and

5) instructional materials (selecting; adapting, and using) (68%

HIGH)...' (13)

Besides determining the content areas of in-service education for .

-teachers of adults, some surveys have also centered about the formats

teachers 'refer in their training. Table 3 (14) reports teachers'

responses to the question, ':How would you prefeT tw receive the addl.-.

t.ianal training you desire?"

'TABLE 3

ABE TEACHERS' PREFERENCES
FOR MEANS OF RECEIVING ADDITIONAL TRAINING

a. Series of scheduled workshops .with different topics and

the teacher selects the one 'she feels she needs
,

b. , College courses r

c, kitensive 2-4 week workshops during vacation

.d. Area workshops--weekly or monthly

e. On-site workshops-- weekly or monthly

No response
g. Internships where the teachers have a.chance to work

with an outstanding.teacher for a period of time

. Self study by teachers

1

4

27.0
17.4%
16.5%
13.9%
10.4%
7.8%

4.3%
2.6%



It is Crucial to identify the needs of the specific group of teachers
of adults.for whom d program is. developed. All the in7service train-
ing kogrom ?donning models presented in this report call for identi-
fying such competencies. One model,-widely circulated, is presented
in Figure 1. (15r Though designed with the ABE teacher in mind, with
sope small modifications this model can be adapted to any group,of
teachers of adults:

Figure 1:

'A MODEL FOR IDENTIFYING THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS,
AND ATTITUDES THE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION TEACHER SHOUlb POSSESS

. Knowledge ,! - Skills

Of Subject
Matter

Content Identify the characterisL
of each.subject.
Identify major topics to.be

A
dealt with in each.subject.
Organizetopics in logical
sequence and, where possi-
ble, show relationships
among them.

Methodology See "Learning Process,".
below.

471.

Attitudes

athu, ,Aa for sub-
ject matter, ex-
pressed by shoWing
students that mate-
rial has varue for
them.
Eagerness to keep up
to date on new de.L.

velopmenrs in sub-
ject areas.

f Student

'Physiological Detemine individual
phys'ical,differences.
Determine signs Of physical
decline, including sensor-
deterioration.

Psychological Sepk reasons for low sel--

// concepts of individual
students.
Raise their self-concept--
inorder to improve
motivation.

Sociological Analyze-socio-economic in-
fluences uponthe lives of
individual students.'
Analyze the influences of
subcultures with values
and modqs of\Communicatir,n
different from thdse of
the dominant ''society.

Empathy with stu-
dents, including
patience with their
piobleus and re-
spect for their
value systems and
their modes of
communication.

Cspacity to be
Challenged by needs
of students.

Positive desire to
assist them to
assume .e.trroles in

,

1 6
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Figure 1 (con't)

waled e
Attitulles

f Learning
rocess

Adult
Learning
Principles

Find wayS to make subjeet
matter relevant to students.
Proceed from the known to

the unknown. .1

Move carefully from simple
ideas tO more complex_ones.
"SuPPO-it abstract ideas Or
generalizations with facts.

Plan for active participa-
tion by individuals.
Allow time for students to
assimilate information.
Have students apply .immedi-
ately what they have learned,
verbalfzing it in order t?
etain it.
Reinforce learning, making
students amare of their

progresS.

Develop a climate that will
.encourage students to par-
ticipate actively in the

learning'process.
.

Diagnose learning problems,
with sPecial attention to
physiological, psychological
and sociological differences

\\ that
may.affect motivation.

Help students.set. attainable,
measurable objectives, ex-

,

pressed in behavioral terms
and based on their needs.
Develop materials and uti-
lize a variety of techniques
and devt.aes appropriate to

subject matter.
Plan aa=ivities that bring
resources of community to
'bear on needs of students.
Evaluate students, self, and
program on bhsis of citjec-

tives set and on pre-
assessment of students.

Adult
Education
Protess

17

4.
t N

Conviction that
adults are crIpable
of learning, pro-
ided attention is

given to their
peculiar needs, as
distinct from those

of children.

Dispositic Lo

change direction in
response to chang-
ing needs of
sfudents.

7.,-,erest in con-

_uuing '2,Ls educe-

ion, keeping
te ea=e,mith

lecrrni aridprac-
iC ing

..17illitagness to

test now theories
sInd practices witirf

.1stnulents.

'6 01....1.-.



Identified Desirable Teacher Competencies

A typical description of adult teacher competencies resulted from on
Astudy: .

The teacher's foremost concern must he the adult
student, and Itiis effectiveness in this concern must
be judged on is ability Ito help the student to develop
and maintainlf-confidence. The ideal teacher could
be,described as people-orien4d, more interested in
people than things, more interested in individuality
than conformity, and more interested in finding solu-
tions than in following rules. He would be 6Onsidered
a mature, integrated personality that had chosen his
own role and relationship to society and coveted for
everyone else the same privilege. . . The teacher must
have understanding, flexibility, patience, humor,'
practicality, creativity, and preparation. (16)

Recently, the concept of-:competence or competency has been intrOduced
info teacher preparation to describe.training efforts based/on clear-
ly defined objectives. Competence is the state or quality/of ca1A-
bility for adequate performance. Individuals are descrped as compe-
tent if they can meet or surpass the prevailing standard of adequacy
for a particular activity. While competence is not/Identical with
excellence, it does Amply a level of proficiency/that has been judged
sufficient:for purposes of the activity in question.

"Compeiency-based" is the designation feilYreducational approach
that places the competencies required for/successful performance
beyond the academic Program,and at the front and center of the.learn-
ing and credentialing processes. This:approach makes the detonstra-
tion of competence under realistic conditions the indispensable re-
quirement for awarding credentials.

The competency-based approach has/profound implications for designing
learning experiences. The requirement that 'competence'be demonstra-
ted means that "learning to learn" becomes as important as.the sum of
knowledge acquired. Competedcy-based programa' therefore seek an in-
tegration of intellectual and/practical skills.

A competence-based.teacher education program will
prepare teachers with a broad base of knowledge,
proven performance.skills, and a variety of teaching
processes and experiences which to integrdt.g
experience.and renewal acti ities. In other words,
beginning teachers of adultsprepared in a competence-
based program, will be better prepared than those
prepared in trAditional programa. (17)
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Several attempts have been made to compile lists ot competenca.es Le-

014,1tV of adult educators, whether teaching in general or specific

area ,.such as adult basic education. Some list'P do not distinguish

clearly between teachers and. administrators of adult education pto-

grams. Still others are-limited to graduate programs training adult

educaArs.

A sampling" of the kinds of competency lists found in the literature

.is presented below: '

One study (18) found nine topics which were of common interest

for in-service training of adUlt educators:

1. To gain a better understanding of the basic needs whicti

cause adults to ,participate in educational programs

\

2. To gain\a clearer insight into the civanging interests of

adults in vocations, religion, family, leisure time activi7

\ties, health and other areas of, life

3. To inc-cease ability to apply psychological principles to,/).'

the selection of objectives

4. To acquire techniques for relating our program more closely

to the needs and interests of,adults

' 5. To acquire tec-aniques for relating our program more closely

to the general needs of the community

6. To become more skillful in recognizing the community needs

and resources that are important to adult education -

7.,rograms

7. :o devel6p a better understanding of the

tional methods most suitable for mature

8. To develop, a better

4Onal materialss

inds of eduCa-
sons

understandkng of the kinds of uduca-
suitable for mature persons

9,,e/i-o become More familiar with proced.Ures fort"keeping up"

with new developments and materials for adult ed&catian

programs
7

Another study (19). produced statements of forty-five:coMpetendies.

The top-rated fifteen competencies are presented below.: Each 'one is

preceded by the phrase, "The successful professional adUlt educator

4

_

1. Believes that there is potentiality for growth in most

people

2. Is imaginative in program devclopm4t

. Can communicate effectlfelySpeaks and writes well

s underhich adults

;

4. Has an understand'ng of the conditio

are most likely tb learn

1
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5. Is himself-learning

6. 'Is an effective group leader
J

7. Knows himself--his values, his strengths and weaknesseS

)8. Has an open mind--is willing to accept the ideas of others

9) Has undersellnding of.what motivates adults to participate in
programs

10. Has a strong commitment to adult education

1 . Can organize and direct complex administrative activities

12 Has developed a system of values about adult education

1 An..zdztandiug o: the z...:ruczare of the community, its

organizan and grouping.s

.14. Believes that ibnovation and experiment are necessary to the
development of the field

15. Believes in freedom of thought and expression

A third study (20) identified twenty-:hree behavidrs as objectives of
gr uate study in adult education. Each statement is preceded by the
p rase, "The adult educator ."

1. Helps people control ,pmd adjust to change rather than.to
maintain the status quo

2- Intelligently observes.and listens to what:is being said or
done anti uses this information in guiding his response

3. Selects and uses teaching methods, materials, and resonrces
that are appropriate in terms of what is to be learned and
in terms of the needs and abilities of the individual learner

4. Helps his clientele acquire the ability for critical thinkimg

5. Provides an atmosphere where adults are free to search
througy-trial-and-error without fear of institutional or
inter-Personalthreat

6. Identifies potential leaders and helps them to develop their
-potentials and. capacities

7. Makes use of-existing values, beliefs, customs, and atti-'
tudes as a starting point for educational ObjectiVes

8. Is actively involved in.contiuuing study that will increase
his professional competenct...

9., Understands =he role of adult education in society and is
aware of the factors and forces that give rise to this.
function
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I.

10. Actively shares, pgrticipates, and learns With the learners

in the learning

11.-)Helps adults to actively set their goals, and provides a

variety of means and 'opportunitites for intensive self-

evaluation ;

12. Identifies and interprets trends that have implications for

adult education,

13. Has clearly defined his unique role as an adult educator rind

nnd -standn his responsibility for performing it

1

.langes 1, 'ug experiences so that the learners can

integrate theory and practice

1 .
Is effective in building a teaching team among lay lea,derS

and group membeTs A .

,

16. Uses the prc:ce5.-s of appraisal to evaluate programs and to

help tlarify and change objectives

Is creative Lad imaginative in developing new programs, and

believes tha=_innovation and experiment are necessary for

the expansina_of adult education

18. Makes use of The contributions'of all gtoup Members thrtugh

the utilizer:Ism .of individual talents and abilitiet;

( t

e:

;

19. Works with dt7.7.00ls, teachers, parents, and pre!--adults to

adsist them L.n developing the motivation, attitudes, under-.

standing, a skills:necessary for life-lOng learning

20. 'Objectively-Presents contrasting points of view,

Zl. Assumes tne initiative in developing a strong national per-

celition of the importance.and essentiality of continuing

,education

22. Recognizes when the comd54ication Process,is,:e functioning

adequately or vhen it breaks down

23. Identifies, critically evaluates, and'discusses scholarly

work by investigators in adult education,and relat fields

A fourth study (21) identified 170 ranked cothpetencies appropriat9/

for adult basic education teachers. The list is divided into fouk

categories: Scope and Goal of/Adult Educatibn, gurriculum,.ABE

Learner, and Instructional Process. The complete list of ttiese

ranked competencies is reported in Appendix A.

Several competericies
aPpear in variols forms on mOre than one list..

The foqlowing is a boiled-down version of these common competen

A teacher of adults:

1. Understands and takes into account the motivational and

participation patterns of adult learners .

10
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2.6 Understands and provides for the needs of adults in
learning

/3. Is versed in the theory and experienced in
adult education

4. Kii-Ows the community and its needs

5. Knows how to use the various methods and techniques of
instruCtion

6. Posses;les communication skills, including listening

7. Knows where to locate and how to use educational msiterials

8. ,Has an open mind and provides an atmosphere that all
adults to pursue their needs and interests

9. Continues his own education

, 10. Is able to appraise and evalua4e programs

Kinds of Teacher Training PrOgrams
Described in the Literature

In-service education seems to be the usual way of training teachers.
of adults. It is not surprising, therefore,*to find much of the
literature on training teachers of adults conceniiated in this area.

In-iervice training or education embraces a. wide range of possibili-
ties,.and depends on one's definition of the term. A fairly broad
description can be accepted as a workable guide:.

;'`

In-service training is that phase of_organized learning
experience which is provided employees by the agency
,throughout the employment period. It is training
directed towards developing understanding of job
operations and standards, agency philoSophy, policies
and procedures, as well as current technical resear.ch
findings. It incllides induction training for new
.workers and on-the-job training in both subject
matter and in educational methods for experienced.
personnel at all levels of the organization.. It does
notinclude courses taken as a part of a plahned
graduate study program leading to an advanced degree.
(22)

4
Before examlning several models of iu-service programS for training
teachers of adults, it is. necessary to note dente criteria for such
prAgrams.: Two sets of criteria are reported here: one is from a
suide prepared.bY thelCooberative Extension Service, another is
the result Of an extensive review of in-service educatiOn literature.

--
The characteristics of a comprehensive and adequate in-s rvice
training program, as reported by. the Cooperative Extens1n Service,
are: (23),': .



1. ;OFFICIAL -- supported by writtt.n administrative policy and
administrative procedures

2. PURPOSEFUL directed towards definite purposes f objec-

tives and providing for systematic evaluation

3. COOPERATIVE -- planned cooperatively by the trainer and

trainees

4. NEED=ORIENTED -- based on individual needs with allowance
for individual differences in abilities and interest's

5. DYNAMIC -- rected toward improvement of the ongoing educa-

tional rorai engaged by the individual worker

6. FLEXIBLE -- a justed to the varied experiences'of personnel
changes in subject matter, methods and procedures, and 4

changing emphasis on program con+

7. COIV.REHENSIVE stimulares intellectual curiosity and adds
to the enrichment of life as well as develops sound, produc-
tive persOnnel for thy organization

8. LONG-TIME, CONTINUOUS IN CHARACTER -- available throughout
the professional life of personnel

DEVELOPMENTAL -- directed towards answering the maturing,-

nee45 of individual e4easion.workers
"

10. NELL-ORGA1IZED
7

planned: to achieve continuitp, sequence,
and integration'into the experience of the learner

11. IMAGINATIVE -- forward lc,oking: making use of the more

advanced thinking

12. EFFICIENT --,designed,to effect change and id use the best

available,. resources, including hUman,resources

13.
u
SCIENTIFIC -- basecrupqn scientific information

The second set of criteria for in-service educatiqn.programs, derived

from an extensive review of in-service education literature, is based

on the following factors as commo= to effective in-service programs:

(24)

1. The participants;peet co=sistehtly one or more times a week

over a period of several months

4.

Programs are cooperative:4 planned either by colleges and
-universities with the agendy'or.by industrial firms with

the agency .

Teacher participants are involved directly in both planning

.and modifying the in-service program .

Ideas and opportunities to trythem out under supervision.

Are prövideteacher-participants
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5. Instructors are competent teachersith similar tesponsibili-r---,
ties at t4 same teaching level as 'the teacher participants \

6. Training is prOVided whenever possible in a location compara-
ble to where therteaCher participants will usethe ideas and
teaching skills ,4

7. Some instructional materials are developed for use in
teaching as a result of in-service work

8. 6Follow-up contact provides interface between the educational
setting and the in-service program

Many-factors and constraints must be considered in planning an in-
service training program. The two sets of criteria presented above
are as demanding as they are comprehensive. The planner of an in-
service training program must consider the needs, skill level, and
time constraints of.the teacher participants.

DescriPtions of Models in the Literature

From the numerous in-service training programs for teachers of adults '

idehpified in the literature, several-models are listed here as rep-
resdlitative "of the many variations and comb'nations used in practice.
The models offer pos.sible alternatives fo t e planner seeking to
.accommodate to the resources as wcll as the needs of.the teachers.
In some :Casgs1the models are presented in.definiti6al terms liecaUse.
.thei are self-explanatory. In othet instances, the models are ex-
plained in detail either because they combine several components,
some included in other models,.or ecause they require greater spe-
ciTity to understand their implementation.

The LAboratory Approach Model. 'The Loratory approach ". . . is an ,
ihstfUctional system or procedure in -.nich a group of learners is
placed in a situation usually having some of the elements of reality
simulation, in which"the learners' behavior in dealing with the prob-
,lem at hand produces data-that ere organized and fed back to the
group toibrM a basis for analysis and interpretation by the group."
(25)

The ClassroOm Experience Model. PThe classroom experience model.of
, in-service education is a plan whereby.the educational eneounter is

accompilshed through simulation of direct experiences with students.
This provides a means for guidance of.teachers toward the implementa-
tion of curriculum innovatiop." (26)

'The Teaching Demonstration Model. ,"Teaching demonsttation refers to
a lesson drawn from the context of a seal classroom sitUation, pre-
sented by the.teacher as she would h rmally present such a lesson,

/with sufficient special preparation o facilitate systematic-obser-
'Vation and analysis of specific events by,interested observers." (27)

..,

' A

'Self-Directed LearningModel. "Se f-=:directed Learnilt SDL) Is a7.
structured.plan for the systemati4 removal of.certain exteual con-
__

/

,
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trols usually placed on students. SDL consists of a project framework

for student selection and evaluation of learning procedures, guide--

lines fororganizing a student administered classroom, and a set of

,Carefully_defined teacher behaviors." (28)

The SDL .(29) model involves five components in the training program:

1) Experiential component -- consists of structured observation

in an actual classroom, a guided tutorial with the teacher trainee,.

and supervised practice teaching in a classroom. This component

gives the teacher trainee an opportunity to experience at least one

classroom, to discover how an adult learns, and ta present a lesson

With a critique by an expert supervisor. se.

2) Analytical component -- includes cIassroom analysis follawed

by discdssion, institutional analysis, analysip of culture and com-

munity, and of hardware and software material.,

3) Theoretical component -- consists of the subjects the teach-

er trainee selects to attain goals for the training.

4) Practical component -- gives the teacher trainee a chSnce to

practice the analytical pkills developed, and-to apply some of the

th9pretical concepts acquired. Micro-teaching, supervised practice

teaching, and curriculum unit development are some of the means em-

ployed.

5) Reflective or Synthesizing component -- providea the trainee

with a chante for reflection based on his expect&I experience with

the adults targeted for tcaching.

Team-Structured Model, ThiS approach to training teachers of adults

uses a modular modification of existing courpe structures, including

models of field experiences, directed teaching, and paid experiences

in a competency-based program., One of the variants of the team

structure Model iA the Teacher-Tutar Pair (TTP). In the TTP's An

experienced teacher works with one or several tutors (teacher

,trainees), each of whom, in turn, works with one or'more tutees.t

(adult.learners). The TTP teacher instructs as is necessary and

supervises the tutor. (305
-

Inspiry-Based Learning Model. A series of problem-solving situations

are used to test this model and invent teaching strategies through

role playing, micro-teaching, peer instruction, and group problem-

solving. The model provides an opportunity for teachers to use the

plans worked out. in actual sies, to share experiences and problems

in group sessionS, and to disseminate their min versions of the ')

model. (31)

Independent.Study Model. Structured materials, suth as video-tape,

are used for training teachers. Often, daese materials are also

used in a directed study program under the supervision'of an in-

structor.

14
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Self-Learning-Related Model. This model is composed of Teachex Edu-
cation modules orient,ed toward training teachers ii.11 communitie with

marked ethnic-cultural differences. It consists of.a core modzle on
"The Ethnic-Cultbral Base for Teacher Education" and six additional
satellite modules:. "Human Relations for Adult Education Teachers,':;
"The Psychology of the Adult Learner,"."Educational Support Systems,"
"Teaching Strategies and Techniques," "The Learning Environment and
the Teacher as an Architect," and "Educational Materials and Tech-
nology." (32)

Culturally-oriented conepts permeate each of the modules and are the
bases for inter-relationshdps aMong them. All are""buiLt around
self-learning-related immediate objective's within the framework of
long range purposes A'nd development goals." (33).

In the one module presently being tested, five teaching strategies
are presented centering on the.learner, learning goals, content,
method, and evaluation; each drawing on knowledge, skill, and atti-
tudes related to pe-7-sonality, learning group process, and culture.
The module, "Teaching Strategies and Techniques," includes under each

----strategY section component s. of self-analysis, interviews, observa-
tions, evaluation, and self-testing. Alehough designed for
instruction, this module can also be used in group learning in Semi-

_nars or classes.

26
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APPROACHES TO PLANNING AND DEVELOPING
IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS

FOR TRAIAING -TEACHERS-OF ADULTS

lnle previous section/of this report presented selected models of in-

service training programs for teachers df adults. There is a prior

question practirioners should ask: How does one go aboue'developing

such a model?

The professional growth of
brought about by a planned
whethef---e- or in-service,
must be continuous, follow
for the teachetf.

teachers doesn't just happen; it is

effort. Training teachers of adults,
is never an easy job. Effective Frograms

good teaching practices, and have meaning

One program planner for training.teachers of adults has made the

-following suggestion, capsulizing some keY points about in-service

education:

If those who plan in-service programs could have a
little.card inscribed, like the Rotarian's Creed,
with a list of admonitions, it-might contain three'

commandments: (1) Thod shalt not commit in-service
programs unrelated to the gendine needs of staff

participants.. In-service programs dictated from
the board room or drawn out Of the raii-fied_atmo--

sphere of the central office rarely coincide with

the most pressing needs of the'instructional staff...

(2) Thou shalt not/kill interest through'in-service
activities inappropriate to the purpose ot the,

program... (3) Thou shalt not commit in-service on a

shoestring... (34)

A researcher (35) has deduced the following principles as a basis

for developing training programs for teachers of adults at any

operational level:

1. Programs should be designed so that participants come to

perceive and understand the-connections that exist between

one area or level of,educatiOn and the next. In other

words, groups should be formed on the basis of heterogeneity

so that a variety of agencies are represented; content

should be selected to show the relationships between basic

education, vocational education, and liberal education; and

methodologies should be employed that can later be used in

assisting the adult learner 'to understand and apply the

principle himself.

2. Orientation is the most important phase of pre-service

training, and a substantial proportion of the program time

should be allocated to general orientation concepts.
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3. Most experienced teachers or pre-adults need a period of
reorientation in ordei to effectively operate in a voluntary
adult learning situation. .

4. A variety of formats, methods, and techniques should be used
in designing a systematic, long-range in-service tAining
program.

5. 'Those who are to participate in the training program should
play a key role in developing the objectives of the pro:-
gram.

6. Training objectives should be clearly defined so that they
can be used as guides in the selection of subject matter,
methods, and materials and as a basis for evaluation.

. Feedback should be provided through continuous evaluation
techniques including control groups, pre-tests and follow-
up appraisals.

Three approaches aimed at developing training models address the
process in,a slightly different way.

The first of these approaches (36) is a long-range in-service educa-
tion progrtm for adult educators based on behavioral objectives to
achieve competencies identified by four researchers (White, Chamber--
lain, Aker, and Veri) . The program with logical scope, sequence,
and content is diagrammed below:

2 3
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STEP 1

COMPETENCIES NEEDED
BY ADULT EDUCATORS
AS IDENTIFIED BY
RESEARCH

STEP 4

COMPETENCIES NEEDED
TO BE ACHIEVED
THROUGH IN-SERVICE
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

STEP 7

MANAGEMENT AND CO-
ORDIWION OF THE
TEACHING-LEARNING
TRANSACTIONS

STEP 10

REDESIGN OF STEPS
6-9 TO ACHIEVE
MAXIMUM RESULTE

STEP 2

COMPETENCIES,RATED
AND RANKED BY A'
GIViN CLASS OF
ADULT EDUCATORS

STEP 5

SPECIFICATIOR OF
BEHAVIORAL OBJEC-
TIVES BY THE LEARNERS
TO REACH THESE
COMPETENCIES

STEP 8

EVALUATION TO
MEASURE BEHAVIORAL
CHANGE REGARDING
'OBJECTIVES

2 9

STEP 3

COMPETENCIES
ALREADY POSSESSED
BY THIS CLASS
OF ADULT EDUCATORS

STEP 6

SELECTION OF
RESOURCES AND
TEACHING-LENING
METHODS TO i'_EACH

BEHAI,IORAL

OBJECTIVES

STEP 9

EVALUATION TO
MEASURE WHATEVER
COMPETENCIES HAVE
BEEN ATTAINED



Th- secr=d approac1-1 (37) outlines a strat fir2r developing effective
pr rac of in-service education for ABE racners. Thc scrag.tgy,

acccrd to the cleYe1oper, was "drawn Er== :_ipth the literature on
adu: '-ation need appraisal and progrm= .---!LIppment and research

rek the in-service education-of AF.'' =enr:ors." (38),

LiLd ow is a synrpsis of the strate:
in and COT 11:

ae the on

the majc. tr

. g-ntify : symptoms of ..ed re educat ic

an appraisal o: cuation

,2ct frc= tne literature I.
perforc.ance

needs

lc: judging mentor

cribe'the current performance t ical mentors

'ascribe the corresponding perform: of outstanding
.mentors

Compare "what is" with "what ought r be" to identify needs

Select needs

Survey knowledge related to the needs that are identified

Survey, resources that are available to implement the in-
service program

Select the most desirable needs

Develop the program plan

Speci:y the objectiv

Specify the intendeduffand transactions

Consider alternative Methods of learning

Consider alternative evaluaLion procedures

Plan the in-service education program

Conduct 'the program

'Provide supportive arrangemen't'S to facilitate the program

Implement the in-service program

The third,is a conceptual approach to adult basic education staff
development. (39) It was deaigned- to follow .a flow chart scheme,
and is onlY outlined here in.its broad phases.

.

This program has six phases: 1) Initiatio5 and Planning, 2) Planning
and Assessment, 3) Development, 4) Pre-Training Program Activities,
5) Training Program, and 6) Evaluation. Throughout the entire pro-
cess there is COntinuous monitoring by an independent agency.
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INNOVATIVE PR GRA.".n.;

This project sougk: to identify and ex mlne 2rograms

f.-r training teach:2rs cf adults. Howeger, s or t1-37nrAs such as

e.ported in Appendix B did not prove E7nitfu. .jrou _ .:iteria

were applied a originally planned.

The criteria originally established fc tdent

going programs and practices of train1.:_4 tea._

1. Prbgrams and practices must 1)_, proved i. ,

through tne use of acceptable and reliat
methodolocies

2. The programs and practices mus: be siOti
extent thet they are able to bring aboul_ ,
change in the attainment levels of their

ling on-

3. The programs and practices must be consc ,,,-

priorities of the U.S. Departmefil of He._ _ n

and Welfare; Office of Education; and I.

of Education

4. The programs and practices m.ist be gener_
applicable to a broad=range of adult edu , 'gs

5. The programs and,practices must be repli
places at reasonable costs

6. The programs and practices must be releva t. needs

of the targeted audiences--the adult par: iz

7. The programs anU practices must be based :: adult

educational. principles and models

The.disappointing results of the sarch for thorcug:,. ,ced exem

plary programs echoed results of a similar71971 , Hy Hoffman'

and Jules Pagano. They reported- that "an exhabscive examLaation of

the literature since 1965...to assess what existed...ev_aied that

ABE staff training is fragmented and uncoordinated: .at most there

have been a series of partial programs or unrelatet. program :omponents
which have been implemented in isolation and then .Even

more disappointing were the results of their literagur.g .Ton on
training efiorts by-"the Department of Labor's AMIDS :,,:npower

Instructor Development Sites), the National Institute =Lai
'Health, and a miscellany of state programs." (40)

The original criteria proved to be so rigorous thag no F.:=a;r2:ams were

!
identified that would meet all of them. However, i 7,iv pTog,rams were

finally selected for closer observation and/or site viuits because
each offered a different approach to training teachers of adults and
showed signs of'being effective and,korthy of replication. Most of-

the programs are either 4til1 in thelinal development stages or are
being tested and revised. These programs are briefly reported.below.
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pperception-Interaction Method (.

PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION,OpJECTI 'ES

iM, an acronym for Apperception-Im_eractan Method, is a respfase to
L:le. increasing awareness of teachen- and :-;:rogram dt'rectors in public -
.lult basic education that the academic r.liquirements ABE is called on
7:3 meet are often unrealistic both in terms of many participants'

time and stated inteation.,.

AIM a project of World Education, a pr:.vate, non-profit organiza:-
Llon. After a year-and-a-half cf researm-..-. and development carried out

tw , sites in two differenr parts of tL, United States, AIM designed
an ap,,roach and process for reachin4 copiing skills to ABE students.
AIM had earlier accumulated from the experiences of World Education
ind other international literacy programs, considerabl/e data and ideas
'..00ut developing programs to promote socially functional literaci-in
,areas such as consumer economics, employmemt seeking, and use of
7mblic institutions. After,data analysis and experimentation im two
iites, AIM had initiated by September 1974 an approac&to-ABE students
ind a process of'teaching and materials development which is innova-
:ive and, at-the same time, responds to the priorities set by ABE
...eachers and program directors.

is a new ingredient offered to those concerned with teaching
..:oping skills. It is not meant to replace existing programs devoted
zi.o programmatic, audio-lingual, and didactic practices; rather, to
serve as a separate course of'study in developing skills and attitudes
needed to deal with problem situations learners confront. The total
.nrocess is built into the course development. That is to say, needs
of clientele are researched, appropriate.materials are developed on
:site with teachers involved, and a general orientation enables
:eachers to learn about the process and to use the method in a simu-
lated teaching session.

AIM is a process of demonstration to teachers, interviews with stu-
dents and teachers, orientation to the'methods and techniques,
urriting workshops, and seqthential evaluation: Therefore, AIM is a
new curriculum development approach involving diagnosis of learner
needs, a mourse of study based on situation-specific materials, and
an innovative method of instruction using a process of problem-
inquiry leading to practical action.

During fiscai year 1974-1975 AIM was introduced into programs in
six different states on a de nstration basis (Alabama, California,
Indiana, North Carolina, Tex ," and Washington). -

2. APPROACH

Sele41on of Teachers. MIM, in both its approach and teaching
method , is'process-ofiem+ed. When an AIM project.is undertaken at
a sit , a demonstration cr.T.- methods and a discussion\of the approach

*Dr. William M. Rivera, U.Lrector, provided itformation about the AIM
program.
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,.re held witi teachers t aster-. LI Er int.zest.

FolloWing the demons-.:___

:,heduled with teachers who take
nformation sessions.

an oriaptation program is
a a:serias of training and

,- special teacher-writing worsho. is :77..fidit ina the orientation

schedule to p.roduEe further ileas ab,= apprcpriate and rrovocativt

-,1.,,terials that will stimulate dlscus. a ,i7r.ing skills.. AIM,

.-wever, does no:. consider its proceE suzh

encourages the student to take pre, to solve or aLle.

wtst he or-. he identlfies as a pn ... LEng.discussion.

dOpidally, ALM is a process of proble.7.-Enqu. leading to practical

action. While confronting the literac- anC pazhemacical problems of

participants, it promotes discursive ...1t2uir:: into particular problem

areas. For example, read,ing a story a c.,:asomer affairs pamphlet,

th.e teacher must ensure that each stu=mtit has underlined any uzikmown

words.and comprehemEed the text; While doirrzg so, the teacher Play want

the Students to devEelop flash cards ol different words or expressions,

or to review a mathematical function. Most class tMme, however, wilt

be devoted to discussion of topical areas. AIM has distinguished ten

topical areas: employMent, housing, pablic services, education,
family life, nutrition and health, social invOlvement and civic par-

ticipation, interpersonal relationships, cotsumer affairs, and

alcohol/drugs.

AIM is a process of problem-inquiry in which the teacher learns to-

relate in a new way to participants: encouraging d.i.cougsion, search-

ing with them for solutions to proble2a, sharimg expertise and infor-

mation as appropriate. -The method iE easily amuirea. Rather than

rogrammatic, question-answer technices, AIM promotes clialogue guided

,ward problem-inquiry Lind option cameideratiop. Local teachers

Ehooled in AIM's methoc have served ss teacher-training consultants

:::: programs and workshor

For the adult participar-,1,-an AIM class is dedicated to self-expres-

sion, discussion, and imi-:ormation gat=.-ering. lt is a place cf prac-

tice and study as well o an arena of interchange about common prob-

lems and how to confront them. It is an environment-where paxtici-
pants contribute as much as teachers to questions about practical life

situations.

For the teacher, an AIM class is more than a room of people who need

to learm to read.. writu, and compute, and even in courses zhat teach

"English to speakers of other languages) to be ccnversant. it is a 1

dynamic environmentin which basic education-skills are prompted

while relating them to practical matters and to other particapant-

identified interests. Much discussion is Cevote4 to problems relat-

ing to.employment; housing, the use of :public services, consumer

economics, and additional areas of claes.concern. Teachers also

learn to confront with partiCipants the-problems of motivaL:Lnn,

social awareness, and self-confIdence_

Materials. AIM is also its materials_ Developed locaa edth

teachers to apply to areas,of necessary-copiag skills, -ZAF- mate-

rials are presented in the form of foom-pame mamphiets with: a
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hotograph (la .

The pamphlets a:

They-are not le,
be distributed
manner the st7dde.y.

7,)amphlets deils

cover, d insl .J ank pagec-.: the I. _LI:.

perforate Eit r,,eul..3.-sized.no!tebookz

;ned to be _ven in p ks to' stuck:ats, to

lividually eacl. tcpic. In this
: builds a .00k rat haa.a ts one. Each of Lne
1th a.-part. .-mad meant to stimulate

discussion to th__,.r one area. C77-3CEMMr

sion turas tc ot,--- subject: .o..n as

repair, this queat'int.: :

.7ime. The oriercc_rionof .11,rs

,f training ..fcrmation

sequence of sessions ito scho
=ation-sharir...

3. EVALUATL1::

:onomics; but if dfscus-
policies or automoLilee
encouraged.

711-cd,:lh a 32-hour

iciut Saturdays or
:173e rrainimg and

Strategies to e:1_,date the progzam'S impaCt include cies,-
room observatic:. interviews .dith bot. and participants, arc:
paper-and-pencf_. _nstruments. The mio. 3f e-...oi...zation strategies is

planned to exor--- outcomes. :r partic:
, a var:F.ty of areas.

such as self-awc---,ness and lal cons iusi-o: pxob.:em-solving and
interpersonal skii_s; family, job, and ;:art_iaipation; adult
performance skills; ane academic skills . ia premised, not
only on opservatiOn buz on the endeavor., of oartt=ipants to improve
coping skills by taking.' practical act:Lcms to aliIeriat...e or solve imme-
diate problems.

Action cards and class 'logs are the basiJ 0 evraloation; student and
teacher testimonials and retention rates are imicluded. Commercial,
tests are not used, although some expe=imentation is under way with
the use of items on the Adult Performa=c:o Levto (APL),func:tional
literac7 test as content ne At ;:rocess. Ewaluation
is based on teacher and stauent.perceptLon o: course a:-.Ttd on

individual ledrning gains. Action carco assf.F.t in tabulating the
number and type of practical acti.: 7.,:en by partic.:L....ants during th.:!

course.

4. ADDRESS

AIM
World Education
1414 Sixth A-vedue
New York, 01109

Teacher-Tutc- Pair*

1. PROGRAM IDENTIFICATIO /0B ECLbEE

The Teacher Tutor Pair (2IP) i a 1--r uavelopmenvogr=_. Admit
Education Ac=, Title VI. perazineeaeer tne New Yorft... 3oarr± Educe--

*Dr. Dorig Mc-ss, Prograrr Director of ,'T.TP--Career Diezeiopmemt Pro-
.gram, Adult :Iducation Act., Title V-1.-.,=rfrued imf0,51Ariongilm this
program.

7,1
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Lion. The projeca's pria ry objective is t (lave: p a model ti.Jring

program for Engl_n as a econd Languae (ESL) clr...,ses using .er

ESL student:, .

A pilot program was carrdad out to demonstrate a cew approach td

iroroved cammunic=ion bepween non-Engligh speakicg groups and native-

born citizenaof w 'York City and to provide career educational-op-

portonities for aault learners. The pilot program was conducted fror

December 1972 ro June A, 1973, oecame overatiJnal in 1974, and we

still in arotess as of AFril 1975.

The program is ba,ed 07. t-lu followinr assImaptions

The classroom needS of adult ESL stcd:ni:s ar-. many, varied

and immediare

-Non-professional supervised meCiati..n can help. alleviate

some of these classroom pressures

Upper level students of like backgrTund can be traind
to provide the neceasary mediation

',:toost care must be exercised in makahg a c_assroom
rutoring project operational.

2_ APPROACH

Ia order to insure smooth operation of the project, the followiag

Ertlidelines were established:

Tutors should be recruiaed from upper level :SL classes

Tutors should speak the language of the tutee

Tutors must be used on a one-to-one basis on_y and ..nust

not perform amy other functions

Tutots must be trained and supervis...
teacher to wh-im assigned

e ME classfo

Teacher-tutor pairs (TTP's) mus't be a:i-signed onthe basi

of compatibilrty

All personnel should be kept -informed ono: involved al

times

Details relarirg to time scheduies and ru7orng.i.(_:.r_r:ttle,.

must be determined locally by the iradiaidifai -Tr7.,

Se.tction of Sitna. Teachers, and Tutors_ Major crice-..a for rite

section were tnerepresentativeness of ims population ,-Ind organize-

traral structure. The site's availability mad the host agency's

receptivity were also significant. At least ahree studect language

groups and a var;ety of classroom organizational rypes were sought.

These types incl.aded multiple.class, singls caass.. and_mixed language

sites. Within Lae types, choice Wept to those beat suited physically .

24
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tO the project.-

Having c4osen potential sites, the Staff:Developmeat Team then pre-
screened the teachers working at them. -Totential TTP teachers were

asked to complete and rebarn questionnaires. Based on 1:--vsitive atti-

tudes and understandings evinced by the questionnaire, teachers were
selected and invited 1:o a series of meetingS at which the projet was
Rdescribed and, discussed.

-

To fin1. the tutors, the-University of Michiial Examinations in e:4-..ral
Commremension and Structmre Were administered to all upper level ESL

students on the selected sites'. Students who scored well on both
tests Cabove 70 percent) were identified as potential tutors: 'Their

names were submitted to the supervisory and guidance staff for Acreen-
ing. The finalists were invited to a 1pcal meeting with the taE.c.thers-
in-charge-and/or the TTP teacher, They were introduced to the 7;1-rnj,ect

and given the opportunity to volunteer. With one exception. thtillva who

_were finally assigned remained with the project while .contImultt their
own education.

Training. Teachers ware trained, in the initial stages, .tp ismmAr the
contents bf the written plan; to train tutors im ESL techniquJ2 s;-. to
list specific duties that may be assigned to a tutor; to wi-ni-
vidual progress plans for tutors to use with tutees; and tc, :::zzizer to .

individual needs of'tutors.

Teachers were prepared at a series of meetings where they red, ds-
cussed, and evaluated'the written plan. They were given tz :ini to

edit and adapt for tutor use. At one of the 7TP meetings, t:he gzzulp'

devised .an individual progress pl.an and drafted several other possible
plans. The teachers explored the expectativs, abilities, and:. iia-
[ions of the individual tutors.

Tutors zere initially traimed to recognize various ESL techn1Te,3 and
to perf rm ESL techniques intescribed by the teacher._ ,They obseed
teacher to whom,they were assigned in class, 'womi:ed with the adapted
material , and held individmal conferences With teachers to
What they d seen in cAtss or read in the lessor units.

'Teachers wrote single-concept prescriptions, demmnstrated. the tec,--
niaue to be used, and observed the tutor working with the zutee.
soon as tutors were formally processedas-adminintrative
began reporting-to their assigned teachers. Thougn tne prinjectl.

been well-structured in terms of activities, materials, and
schedules were not imposed. TTP's were'allowed complete ElexibL
for arranging working and studying hours.

In addition to training in the marerials and tlasa_room observation,.
the TTP teacher provaded on the jbb puch information as the tutol
strengths and weakneeses in spoken English, career-.aspirations, mmti-
vations and interest, and personality traits. Teachers demanstrad
techniques described in the materials and also one-to-one tn-saY4imlr4

methods. Some teachers'added other elements. One instrted. tutor

- in the_international phonetic alphabet; another met her natzr-ow
Sarurday at the Donnell Library to review and borrcw EamtutvzIaL3i
still another provided the tutor' with Teachimg English as. iettonx.1

Language for'further study. Each pair thus developed a arnnaw, band
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of friendship and respect.

Teachers were allowed full freedom rerding the number of tutees and

\i

criteria of choice. 'On single class s:tes, the tutees were chosen

because they did not fit in well witf: :he rest of the class. At the

other locations, tutees were selectec.: :NI the following criteria: new

student to be upgraded, absent srude:ac to be brought up-to-date,

students requesting specific as..s,sta.a;:e, students requiring extra

help.
!

fl

Tutors and teachers at single cla3s .:Iboations had already established
i,

good rapport; a new relationship er:3rged, however, from the change in

respective roles. The teacher and.t.ator now collaborated on a dif-

ferent individualized program asing ziassroom observation4nd the

materials as a base for discussion of ,..:hat an ESL program is about,

how the students perceive their experiences, and what results Dright be

expected. .

At single class.sites, teachers were not able to devote as much time

as they would have wished to students with individual difficulties.

.

Introducing the tutees to the tutor, whom they knew in class, and

describing the new project were sufficient motivation for each tutee.

At multiple class locations, teac lers not only described the new

project but also demonstrated thL tutoring lessdn and emphasized the

opportunity for private attentior:. Tutees at one location were reluc-

tant to leave the classroom with the tutor because they felt they

would be missing the teacher's 11:sson, The teacher then allowed

tutoring to be conducted in the ,ame z um, and there were more

"takers" than could be handled.

Teachers' prescriptions generally ina_uded pronunciation-exercises,

vocabulary development, reading, or one case, urban living. Tutors

put into operation the various ESL da:Ils as well as visual aids and

immediate feedback techniques. TeacEe:rs designated materials to be

used.

'As the project progressed, stadnts ban to request tutoring. On an

average tutors worked with three students per week. Approxi-

mately fifty students in all re,leived such instruction.

When the TTP project became c:Jorational, the supervisors helped to

select and train the teachers and tutors. They observed the TTP

activities on site and answered quest:ons, made suggestions, helped in

selection of tutees and in writing prescriptions, 'and lent moral

support to all parties.

TTP supervisors conferred with guidance counselors and administrative.

teachers-in-charge in the selection of tutors and kept them informed

of schedules. They were elso required to keep logs of TTP activities'

and to collect teachers' logs of.same.

Materials. Materials are developed
compiled into a handbook which will

Time. The teachers and tutors meet
(some forvas many as six hours) for

as they are used and are being
be published.

on an average of two hours a week

one year.
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3. EVALUATION

Teachers. Although teachers were carefully chosen for their enthusi-
astic attitude, some felt threatened initially by the presence of an

observer. Teachers soon came to appreciate the added assistance, how-
ever, and were able to manage their classes more efficiently. The

constant influx of new students became more bearable. Some teachers
.responded that the TTP project s.harpened their skills or made them more

aware of their students' culture. -

Supervisors noted that teachers were better able to individualize
instruction or to do group work and were happy to display their abili-
ties as teachers.

Tutors. All tutors are reported to have "grown" on the job. Though

monetary compensation was an initial motivation, tutors became even
more interested in their work and their tutees. They learned to teach

one thing at a time, to repeat exercises patiently, to follow pre-
scriptions, tip draw from their own experience as students., and to
innovate confidently. Tutors enjoy their work; their attendance is

good and their approach serious. One is reported to have changed his
style of dressing; another was just accepted at college and is now
thinking of- teachtg as a profession.

Tutees. All responses relating to the effect of tutoring on tutees

were very favorable. The following are some typical quotations from

teachers' reaction forms: (,

1. One tutee "had virtually no education in Cuba and
felt inferior to the other stUdents. Whereas she
appeared to have no comprehension in class and was
unable to respond in English, on a one-to-one basis'
her fears became lessened and she was able to
respond. She is much more relaxed in class now and
can relate better to the group situation."

2. ...The tutored student started coming to class earlier%
Although he is/was very friendly, he now greets
other students and teachers in English and seems to
have more confidence in general. He now participate..
in class without blushing and says when he does n'_
understand something, which never happened before."

Other beneficial results included better retention of students in TTP
locations, faster rate of learning, and closer relationship among
students.

All resporidents noted the positive effect of_the-tutor's eXperience

as a Title III student. Tutees were inspi-edd to study; they felt

mofe comfortable and more confident after being tutored. Many stu-

dents who are not being tutored.or who are from other classes have

asked for this special kind of assistance.

38
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ADDRESS

Dr. Doris Moss
Program Director
TTP - Career Development Program
ult ucation Act, Title VI

..../""te
N

w York Board of EduCation
130 Clinton Street, Room 700

4111ttooklyn,-SY 11201

,

CulCurally Oriented Teacherucation Modules*
,

1. PROGRAM IDENTIFICATIOli/OBJECTIVEV )

1
/

This program was developed under the sponsorship of Phelps-Stokes as
a model for the professional preparation of adult education teachers.
t is oriented toward teach2rs in communities with marked ethnic-

cultural differences. .

The overall purposes of the model are: tO improve teacher effect3we-
ness through increased cultural ilgareness and ethnic understanding,
and'to facilitate the

/
involvement of ethniC minorities in leadership

1

positions in adult etcation.

2. APPROACH

The model includes two major components:, 1) a teacher education 1

model designed- to encourage,and facilitate self-study by adult ecruca-
tion teachers along.cultural and ethnic'lines throdgh a series of
"learning modules; and 2) a program for testing the modules in actual
training /ituations, forming the basis of a proposed resource center.

Cultural orientation permeates each of the modules. The cultural and'
ethnic information is kept at a manageable but effective _minimum, in
view of the time frame within which in-service tepchers normally have
to work and study. To accommodate teachers, the model has been built
around self-learning-regulated immediate objectives set in a framework
of long-rangespurposes and development goals.

Training.. In the module on Teaching Strategies and Techniques, the
content is grouped under five basic strategies focusing on assessing
the learner, defining goals and objectives, choosing relevant content,
dpplying appropriate methoa, and evaluating process and product.
Each unit utilizes theories and concepts with bearing.on the person,
the learning process, the group, and the culture, thus dividing the
material into twenty learning sections. To illustrate, the first
strategy moves from consideration of the adult as a person and as a
learner, to studying the adult as a member of a group and as part of
a cu1ture..

*This information is taken from a manuscript, Teaching Strategies and
Techniques, by Dr. Per Stensland, which he is currently testing in a
course.
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In the course of formulating a strategy,,the sk.dent iven an
introductory reading as a foundation for''-the sEtrdy pbe, impludimg
self-analysis and field observations. The text is Oterspersed tb

study forms used in the analyses and abservations. A third phase_le,
devoted to various activities in which the student pmts icLeats and
concepts into practide; for :ample, in dealing with goals audi ob7--,:--
tives, the students organize- and ..,ork wirh committfees I-acjitus- real wc.mk

tasks. In handling methods, the -ludent ; experizlemt witM Lzpplicacinn

of different learning theories in. aCt. learning situtatiams.

eac":.1 stratec7 thus hag four foL

group, and culture, thef all conva2rm
tating th-e acquisition of new kncvle
attitudes by teacLers of adults. Nh(

self-testing devices based up Lnitial
objectives. A fical, fifth d..-.-dtegy

-size and draw together the lea-niug (
preceding four st:mategies.

the person, Learning, the
n the major nrmalem of facill
new skills, r.elevant

itrategy sectLni aldse incluLa

defined, limi_tue Lea-..ming

d evaluatioh stt:Ir-;es to synt:n-
periences and disuoves d.rt tae

The core module is devoted to culturu1 ideas and conuepts cLarifyinn
the role of educators in today socety from variouL3 poLmt,:Tt of wiet.,.

For example, the teachers and -...eachimg tasks are seen in atir cul-

tural contextS; ethnocentrism 1:.3 stuLied in proper perl.*.-- ive, gom-
munication across culEural iboucdarie:: is analyzed, issuud .:tud prublms

of education in a society of ethnic Lilferences are scriduzed.

The supportive additional modules art: based on applied..neu..dvioral

sciences and on current ideas in tea,:her education, but in.T.!rwoven
into each of them are reflectiorns on cultbral and ethnic .lculications
of teaching today. 'The corn t f tbie ,ories is best:. i_l_ltrated by

the titles of these s4ellite mot ale-

The Ethnic-Cultural base fo:- Teat_. Education
Human Relations for Adult Eutica-._n_ta Tachers
The Psychology of the Adult LeaTneT
Educational Support Syster.n.;

The Learning Environment the Teacher as Ar
Teaching Strategies and Tecnniqu,
Educational Materials and Technoity

mzdule)

The content and methodology A.. a modu:- are drawn :ro7,

plines: psychology, sociolo y, anthrcmolctgy, 1ear7ain communicut-

tion, education. A case in .oint is tne.module on ZiLannting Strate-

gies and 7.'echniques, curreni being tested in a g-:-.1dL:Lt2 seminatr

s'etting by the author, Per r . Stensland, at Teachp:-.-:

Materials. A handbook and ft adouts, now being tes:7.1 ana Tevised,

are used in Ole training,

Time. Desighed to be imqem,.cated in a regular'course of :a school.
year, the modules are dividets.-:: into units fitted to clie =Lmte SectuTrs,

or to two school terms. Avalability- and schedtLe f E7a-setsvic

teachers will naturally determine hot.- the modEle serle.s=mry- be dis-
tributed over one or two school years. /
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3 EVALUATION

The presenctestino is being carried out in a seminar of graduate

students in adult education. The participants do field studies .and

interviews outside classroom hours and work continuously in class in

teams of two or in committees. Thus self-study (at home) is combined

with individual inquiry (in the field) and with testing the relevance

and effectiveness of the module itself,(in peer groups in the seminar).

The present experiment is expected to result in further, refinement and

enrichment of the module, through collaboration of practicing adult

educators pursuing their continuing professional learning goals.

4. ADDRESS

Dr. Per Stensland
Department of Higher and Adult Education
Teachers College
Columbia University
'New York, NY. 10027

1, A Telelesson Teacher Education Series
Basic Education: Teaching the Adult* '

1. PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION/OBJECTIVES

This instructional television series for training teachers of adult

basic education was prepared by the Maryland State Department of

Education, Division of Instructional Television. The general aim of

tthe series.is to increase the students' prAessional competence through

development of their knowledge and understanding of current practices

in the field of adult basic education.

The specific objectives are to enable the viewer-teacher to:

Identify characteristics of a typical ABE learner,
physiological principles that affect him, and techniques

used for coping with each characteristic and principle

Describe the steps in active learning, sources from which'

needs are identified, and tools for effective -communication

with the ABE learner .

Name and describe the activities a teacher/planner needs

to consider in designing content for an ABE program

Des %ba-Ch-e7-E-Enditions for creating a good learning climate

Administer and evaluate an individual informal reading

inventory

*Ms. Sandra Gruetteri ABE/TV Project Coordinator,.supplied information

about the program.
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Describ.e steps in develOping a language experience story
and sources for"material for developing basic reading"skills
with the new adult reader

'Demonstrate_the ability to teach word attack and comprehension
skills with adults

Demonstrate the ability, to select appropriate reading material
related to students' needs and evaluate student progress

Demonstrate to the satisfaction of the instructors the ability
to integrate the knowledge cf reading skills materials with
mathematics and/or subject-related-areas in ABE programs

Identify a) community resources and media that are helpful
in recruitment and follow-up of ABE learners, and b) the role of
the paraprofessional and volunteer in ABE

Demonstrate a response for guiding selected ABE learners
with special problems or concerns 4reviews case studies)

Demonstrate selected methods and tenniques for working
with ABE learners

Identify national demographic and legislative factors
relevant to. the ABE programs

2. APPROACH

Training. The course.consists of thirty half-hour lessons on videotape
offering classroom demonstrations, interviews with adult basic educa-
tion students,'and discussions with national authorities in adult
education.

A manual complements the media package and is used in conjunction with
readings, individualized learning adtivities, and research on contem-
porary problems. This total approach is accomplished through the
guidance of a learning facilitator in a seminar class.

The content and scope of the course includes:

4
An overview of the background of the ABE learner

Characteristics and their implications
Physiological, psychological, and sociological principles

Understanding and designing the ABE program_
Needs, interests, problems
Activities for planning
Conditions for setting learning climate

Developing the curriculum content
Goals and behavioral objectives
Diagnosis
Reading Process: skills of perception, word recognition,
comprehension, and self-selection
Integrating communication, mathematics, vocational aad
subject-area concepts
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Using a variety of methods, materials, and techniques

Individualized and programmed instruCtion

Selection and dprelopment of material

Guiding the learner
Recruitment 'and retention '

Evaluation and measurement of progress

-Considering other factors
Legislation and demographic-data
Possible learning difficulties

Materials. Videotapes and accompanying manual. Four basic texts.are

also required.

Time. The course is designed to cover forty-five clock hours, or three

semester credit hours, on the upper undergraduate or lower graduate

level in accordance with the following structure:

Telelessons 30 half-hour programs

Seminars -- 15 hours (approximate)

Research -- 15 hours (a0proximate)

3. EVALUATION

An evaluation form with a scale was ised to assess the telelessons,

manual lessons; isolated manual les ons, and their overall effective-

ness. Individual items on th6 eva tion form included the difficulty

level, the eff_ectiveness of teacher demonstrati s and-guests' presen-

tations, student participation, and visuals. Otier items covered the

.appropriateness of the content, identification t training needs, and

.
improvement and organization oe the manual.

Approximately seventy adult educators:livingmithin the reception area

.for Channel 67 were selected to critique the pilot of "Basic Education:

Teaching the Adult." The critiquing popuiation ranged in education

from those with bachelor's .degrees to those with doctorates. A similar

span of experience in adult basic educaticn. was revealed; from relative,

newcomers to persons in the field since it:, inception.

Many types of adult education employment areas were pIpresented by:

work incentive programs, adult
counseling, speciali ts in adult contin-

uing education, Teacher Corps project, the very you g (parent educa-

tion), undergraduate and graduate students in adul edncation degree

programs, correctional institutions, college pr ssors, adult educa-

tion staff development regibnal personnel, Opportunities Industrial-

ization Center of Baltimore, Inc., public school adult education, and

hospitals.

Participants in the evaluation were asked to view each teleltsson,

Aad the accompanying manual lessons, and complete and return an .

'evaluatiortform. During the spring term of 1975, the series was

evaluated at selected colleges and
universities planning to utilize

tht telelessons and the
instructor's manual in conjunction with and

supplemented by curriculum designed for credit courses. About 600
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students were expected to be involved in twenty-eight institutions.,

The series was available for open circuit broadcast in the fall Of
1975.

4. ADDRESS

Ms. Sandra Gruetter
ABE/TV Project
Adult Education Section

.

Maryland State Department of Education
PO Box 8717 -- BWI Airport
Baltimore, MD 21240
Telephone: 301-796-8300 x437 .

Problem-Solving and Peer-Instruction Andraaosy*

1. PROGRAM IDENTIFIOATION/OBJECTIVES

The Human ResOurces Research OrganizaliOn (HumRRO), Carmel, California,
under contract wifl the U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Occupa-
tional and Adult,Education, is developing a problem-solving andragogy,
and applying a T(eer-instructional,technique for adult educators.

The HumRRO strategy for instructing teachers of adults is to provide
well-conceived examples of both techniques, together with an explicit
teaching manual for each. All materials are made generally available
to adult teachers.

2, APPROACH

In developing a problem-solving.andragogy, Dr. Richard Suchman largely
distinguishes among teaching for recall', problem-solving, and inquiry,
accarding to the following areas of responsibility for selection of.
ends and means:

Locus of. Responsibility
for Selection.of:

Techniques Ends / Means

Training Teacher ' Teacher

Problem-Solving Teacher Learner-

Inquiry Learner Learner

*Dr. Richard Suchman Snd Dr. Hilton Bialek provided in.f.ormation about
.this program: .4
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He specifies that instruction in problem-solving must include:

1. A clearly defined goal /

2. Available resources by which the goal can be reached

3. A criterion by which it is possible to determine

when the goal is reached

4. Help in learning the strategies necessary for
reaching the goal, such help to stop short of
deciding. for the-learner that he or she has

reached the goals

Suchman u es a problem-solving simulation of the purchase of a second-

hand vehi le to illustrate the technique for adults: This simulation

.contains 41 of Suchman's essential elements. The goal is to purchase

a second-hand car.most likely to offer best service at least cost.

,Resources are provided permitting estimates of purchase and maintenance

cos,ts as well as of likely car performance if the student pushes avail- .

able tests to the utmost. The criterion for reaching the goal is to

find the optimum combination of performance and costs.

Help in planning decision-making strategies is given through sets of

-so-called information cards. For earlier.problems the cards contain

abundant, non-dissonantf reliable dexa. ProgreSsively, however, they

leave data out, become more dissonant, and include information from

unreliable sources. Through this process the students are expected to

discover the basic elements of decision-making/and to learn how to

collect and interpret necessary information.

In problem-solving the teacher's role shifts from providing information

to.posing prob-lems that call for information-gathering and decision-

making stratpgies. VThe students discover through simulated Troblems

that good decisioni require access to relevant information, the

weighiklg of dissonant evidence, and evaluation of data in terns of the

source.
0

ToOdevelop-a peer-instructional andragogy, Dr. Hilton Bialek breaks
down the learning taski Ato modules, each with its own mastery or

prformance criteria. W s'rudent must master the module before instruc-

ting others. The formal seence is illustrated at the tbp of the

following page.

He suggests _that.pper-instruction seems moat appropriate when:

1. The tasks are relatively specific, rather finely
differentiated, and have directly measureable and
observable outcomes

2. There are enough students to enable peer-pairs to
form and reform or else there is a large enough
input to allow a steady flow of new-Students

4 3
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Peer Instructor

F-41"

Perform task
with other
students

Instruct and
supervise
new. students

Student

Enter learning
Environment

(n+1) module

Watch students
and peer
instructor
perform task

Do task under
supervision of
peer instructor

'81-1

Tested by peer
instructor

no

-yes yes :

4 6
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Selection of Teachers. The program has not reached th,e point where

it is operational in the field. It i,s now being developed and
tested.

Training. Training will proceed in line with the two techniques
being formulated with emphasis on peer-instrUction.

Materials. Two teacher's manuals are in process, one on use of
the Suchman simulation, and another on how to replicate the
illustration of a survival skilf to ABE students. In addition, a

report will be issued on (a),_the limits of reading skill below which

problem-solving,teaching of adults becomes impractical, and (b) the
possibilities for generalization of problem-solving andragogy both
'eV the understanding of the problem-solving strocture itself and to

the development of inquiry. f:

Time-. The time required for training has not yet been determined.

3. EVALUATION

A formative eva/uation is in progress of both the simulation method
of teaching how to purchase a second-hand automobile, and of the
illustration of peer-instruction of a survival skill .:.(3 AEI_ students.

4. ADDRESS

Dr. Richard Suchman
Human Resources Research Organ: itior
27857 Berwich Drive
Carmel, CA 93921

Louisiana Adult Education Staff Developmental Project*

1. IDENTIFICATIONjOBJECTIVES

The Louisiana State Department of Education has instituted a
multiphased staff development program with impact on a majority.

of Louisiana adult educators. The most immediate need was to provide

basic_treining experience to the overwhelming number of adult
teachers who had never receive8 any formal training. In addition,

tha State.Department of Education sought a teacher training program
designed to reduce the high illiteracy rate in the state, where
the average illiterate is about sixty years of age.

*Dr. Robert Boyet, Louisiana State Department of Education, Robert

Arcenaux, Lafayette Parish Adult Education Piogram, Dr. Roland

'Broussard, Univarsity of Southwestern Louisiana, and Paul Breaux,
Acadiana Educational Media, Inc., provided infovmation abc-It this

Program. 1



2. APPROACH

Short-term, intensive, cohesive experiences in the form of workshops
were designed for teachers at a state.university.

Selection of Sites and Teachers. Three-hundred of the state's 729
adult educators who had never attended an adult education workshop
were selected for training. They were formed into four 75-person
groups; each group attended a one-week workshop at the University
of Southwesterff.LouiSiana imthe summer of 1972. In 1973 similar
workshops were conduicted for 269 teachers.

Training. The week's experiences included instruction in:

I.
J .1

Introduction po the program of adult education in Louisiana

Awareness of the Undereducated adult and implications for
the teacher'

4

Developing behavioral objectives for ad:nit learners

IV. Ind-vidualized prescripti-7e instruction using what resourrces
you naveon hand:

A. Beginning level
B. Intermediate level
C. Advanced 4eve1

V. Teanher preparatiOn

't

VI. Innovative programs of specia_ fr:terest to adult educatLon
personnel, particularly the concept of the community school
and the adul. t learning center

, I

VII. Problems of major interest.to adult education personnel

i

VIII. Adapting the arleer education concept to adult education

The workshop consisted1 lof_ large- andsmall-group instruction; multi-

J

media presentations were liberally used. Specific-objectives were
sha'red with student at the beginning of units;-pre- and_post-
testing took place; individualized prescriptive instructionvas-----
employed when possi le; seVeral social sessions for rapping with
staff were sprinkle into the workshop.

/
.

Materials. A train lig manual was developed for the workshopa:
Louisiana Adult Edll ation Staff Development Project Training Manual:
A Basic :iort-Term /ntroductory Training Program for Adult Education
Personn,:i 0 Louisiana.

..

Time. One-week wor shops were conducted for one unit of credit.

3. EVALUATION

(2,

"The individually pr scribed instruction and residential nature of the,
workshop provided c ntext for expression and formative reaction
.to student concerns during the program. Pre- and post-tests

37
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indicated considerable gains in the several units. Opinions formall

collected at the conclusion of the sessions recorded students' gener 1
\ comments. They expressed widespread appreciation that the workshop

\ had not only awakened them to a new era in adult education but had -

\ also empowered them to function effectively in it:

4. ADDRESS

Dr. Robert W. Boyet
Staff Development Specialist
Bureau of Adult and Community Education
State of Louisiana
Department of Education

P.O. BOX 44064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804

Student Assessment and Evaluation Program*

1. PROGRAM IDE.TIFICATION/OBJECTIVES

The Bassett Unified School District is a political subdtvision of
Los Angeles County, California. The School District presently
embraces a relatively stable population of approximately 28,000
people. About half the citizens of the school distrisct are Mexican.

American.

The A
14
ult School of the Bassett Unified School District-presently has

an average daily attendance (ADA) of about 1,500, making it one of
the 1 rger enrollments in California associated with a single high
schoo in a single school district. One ADA unit is equivalent to

525 i structional hours. ApproxiTately 10% of the praent ADA is
assoc ated with enrollment in English as a Second Language, the

area or'which the innovative Student Assessment and Evaluation
Progr m in Adult Basic Education was devised.

Engli h as a Second Language at Bassett is organized into three
level . Instruction in oral and written communication and reading
is of ered at all three level's.

Pi or to this project, only the WideRange Achievement Test and the

Test f Adult Basic, Education were available for student and program

asses ment. Neither of these tests was criterionreferenced to the
three levels of ESL instruction at Bassett. They were used largely.

to ce tify literacy, not to aid student and teacher in the learning

and t aching processes.

The B ssett Adult School meets adult students at many levels of

readitjg and communication skills. Bassett finds, as do all adult

schoo s, that students advance in nonuniform spurts with highly
varia le ranges and rates. To meet these differences Basseit

*Mr. erry W:,,Krauss, Principal, Bassett Adult School, provided

info ation abciut this program.

4 9
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introdueed a procedure thatwoUld 1) broadly assess ESL applicants'
reading and communication skills, 2) be sufficiently diagnostic
,to improve initial student placement in conjun-cmion with teacher and
counselor judgments, 3) provide cr4terionref=enced means"by which
student and teacher can mutually determine mastery of the three
basicskills at the three levels, and 4) inform.teacher judgments
about curricular areas in which impto ment holds most promise of
payoffs.'

2. APPROACH

At a series of staff meetings in 1972, admini trators, teachers,
teacher aides, and counselors involved with in truction in English
.as a Second Language (ESL) agreed that a hierar hy of reading and
communication skills.is presumed in the three le els of the ESL
sequence. The three levels were therefore struct red and assessed.
with instruments referenced to basic elements of t e structure in
order to give both student and teacher a picture of what the student
knew in relation to what he or she was expected to m ter.

Fo9r assessment instruments have been provided. .0ne o.kthese
instruments is a broadbased pretest used in a screeniii fashion
to aid in the basically judgmental initial placement of a_student
at Ipvel I, II, or III. This.screening test consists of :both oral
and written parts. Testing is done by bilingual teacher aides
who create the necessary rapport and assess student responses. Staff

have agreed upon criterion levels of oral and written communication
skills indicative of initial placement at one of the three levels.
In the case of oral skills; a further distinction is made between
an A and B section of Level I;. those who antwer fewer than seven
basic questions out of sixteen are placed in section A while the
remainder are assigned .to section B provided that some, but not more
than seven, written questions are also answered carth ay.

A mastery test ha:F. been devised for .ach of the three levels. At
Level I the mastery test consists of a Sectim of questions presented
and.answered p,rally in English. Next,, recorded passages;are hemrd
and a series of simple English questions are read, to which "Yes,'
or "No" replies are given. The listening comprehension test is
followed by a soMewhat parallel reading comprehension test requiring
written responses. Finally, correct grammatical forms must be
identified and copied.

The_Level.I mastery test, as all the mastery tests, is administered
on site with considerable effort devoted to helping the student adopt
a Familiar and relaxed approach. Students are expected to complete
each mastery test Within an hour.

The Level II mastery test has a structure parallel to the Level I
mastery test. Oral communication is first tested by soliciting
answers to questions directed acdepicted persons and actions. Recorded
spelling and grammatical tasks are included in the listening
comprehension test. The reading section tests for grammatical
construction, sentence construction, and reading comprehension.

50
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iThe Level III mastery te continues the basic structure of its

counterparts. The oral test incorporates the task of constructing

sentences from partially selected sets of words. Expansion of

vocabulary and grammar is sought in the written and reading test.

The composition task is enlarged to embrace writing a paragraph.

The screening instrument is administered upon application, and in

conjunr.tion with other judgments, is used to start the gtudent at a

level appropriate to his prior development of Engliah skills. ,

With,teacher approval, students may sit for a Level I, II, or III

mastery test af.ter 8, 12, and/or,18 weeks 'of instruction at a level.

The teacher recommendation, test technician and counselor assessment,

and,student mastery are all incorporated into the ultimate judgment

to permit the student to move to a next higher level or to continue -

in his or her present level.

Should a student fail one mastery test, his or her just-completed

mastery test is used as diagnostic information to individualize the

student's subsequent ingtruction still further. A low ratio of

students to teachers, teacher aides, and programmed instructional

materials provide the manpower and materials needed for such

intensified, individualized treatment.

Selection of Teacher:3. All teachers in this ESL program are bilingual

in English and Spanish. Bilingualfsm helps the student and teacher

to harmonize feelings and meaning in t',c. acquisition as an adult

of a nonnative tongue: In addi Lon ' teachers require supplemental

experiences to qualify, and have peel. (,2d because they demonstrate

capability not just to teach but to communit:nte at gut levels.

Training. All ESL teThers participated in developing the assessment

instruments and procedure. This insured that teachersi 1) understood

the needed hierarchies, 2) judged the tests to be adequate criteria

of needed performances, and 3) accepted and used the procedure.

Materials. A manual in the form of a report outlines the program:

Student Assessment add Evaluation in Adult Basic Education, with

subtitle, The Bassett Unified School District Plan. There is also

a slide and tape presentation.

51
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TiMe. Adult teachers at Bassett continue to discuss and reVise the
procedure during inservice workshops which meet once a month,on a

'Saturday. In addition to individual mastery test results, reSults
f\Ir groups as whole aee also.discussed in order to invent methods
which are_likely to result in better resource use.

3.. EVALUATION

Evaluation took place in teacher workshops while the instruments and
procedures were under construction and continued until-the program
was adOpted and initiated.

4. ADDRESS

Mr. Terry W. Krauss
Principal
Bassett Adult School
904 N. Willow Avenue

. La Puente, California 917.46

./^
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SELECTED PROGRAMS AT A GLANCE

PIWCRAMS OBJECTIVES TEACHER SELECTION TRAINING MATERIALS TIME EVALUATION

Apperception-
Interaction
Method

To learn the process
of teaching and
materials development
to teach coping skills

Demonstration
-

Teaching-
Writing
WorksheP,
Problem.
Inquiry

Photograph
story
pamphlets

32 hr.
series

%

Based on ob-
servation ar
actual stepE
students tat
to improve
coping skil]

Teacher-Tutor
Pair

,

,To develop a model
tutoring program for
ESL

Based on positive
attitudes and
understanding
evidenCed by
questionnaire

Readings,
discussions,
observations
and editing/
adapting
written plans

Handbook 2 hrs.
a week

Self-
assessmedt
and by
tutors/
students.

Culturally-
Oriented
Teacher-
Education
Modules

Improved teaching
effectiveness thru_.

increased'Cultural
awareness and _.

ethnic understanding

University
students

Readings,
self-analysis,
and field
observations

Handbook
and hand-
outs

A regular
course in
a school
year,

...

2 terms\

Testing rel(
vance,and el
fectiveness
in peer ,-----

groups, in a
seminar

Telelesson
1Teacher
Education
Series'

.

To increase basic
competence as adult
educators

Upper under-
graduate, and
lower graduate
students
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Videotape
offerings, '

readings,
individualized
learning
activities and
research.of
contemporary
problems

Videotape
and manual
and 4
text:

45 hrs.
one
semester

'

.

ilot-testel
.t ough se-'

..

lectaudieni
on Meal
televiion,
and final
product.
tested at
colleges an
universitie



PROGRAM OBJECTIVES TEACHER SELECTION TRAINING

.

MATERIALS TIME EVALUATION--

Pioblem7
Solving and
Peer-
Instruction
Andragogy

.

To provide well
worked out ex-
amples in
,problem-
folving and
peer-
instruction

None specified

.

Simulation Two
mardials

Not
yet
set

,

In process .

---

Louisiana
Adult
Education,
Staff
Development
Project

To provide
basic training
experience to
adult teachers
with no formal
training

Based on no
previous
attendance at
adult educatdmn
workshops

.

,

Small-group
instruction
and multi-,
media presen-
tation :

Manual
.

One
week ,

Pre-
tes

par
bpir

.
.

and post-
s and
icipants'
ions- 1 '

Student
Assessment
and .

Evaluation
Program

.

.

To develop
instruments to

'assess level of
.ESL students

c

/

Bilingual
English and
Spanish-
teachers with
ability to
communicate at
gut level

Development
of assessment
instruments
and'procedures

Manual
arid ,

slide/
tape

Initial
workshop
plus-in-
service.
once a
month'

_

Instruments
evaluated in
teacher
worksholig:

.

.
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Final Suggestions on How to Develop A P'rogram

Several options are available in planning a program to train teachers

of adults.. First, an existing model or program may be followed when

the teachers to be trained will work with the same kind of learners
in similar circumstances as those for whom the original model or
program was devised.

Where suLh an approach is not feasible, another option is to

select elements from veral models or programs and develop one that
will answer the specific needs of the teachers to be trained. Any

such program, to be effective, should include several common
components from models and programs cited in this report. These

components are:

*A needs assessment. Specifically, there must be a determination
made of what competencies the teachers ought to have, what
competencies they already possess, and what competencies they

should acquire. In arriving at the needs of teachers, the
trainees ought to be included in the determination together
with the program adminfifiators and others. One or another of
the lists of teacher competencies noted earlier in this report
might be used as a starting point.

*Clearly defined objectives.

*A specific grouP of'\learners. The training ought to be oriented

in such a way that the teacher trainees will focus on a definite
group of learners withswhom they will work.

*Time. The most common schedule of in-service teacher training
includes an initial concentrated period of training, followed
by a weekly follow-up session extended over six months to one
year.

a I

*Techniques. Most of the programs use a participatory technique
which involves the trainees directly in the development of
materials, simulations, discussions, and demonstrations.

*Evaluation. All.the programs have some kind of evaluation,
both at the end of the program and as an on-going process
throughout the trl'aining. The on-going evaluation (sometimes
called formative,evaluation), allows changes to be made during
the training as they become necessary. The trainees also
participate in the evaluation through self-assessment.

One final observation must be. made. It concerns cost. ,Throughout
this report cost has remained unmentioned, not because it is of
little matter,;But because it is impossible to assign meaningful
estimates to,the programs selected for inclusion. These programs
are mostly experimental or developmental and do not reflect true
expenses of repeating such programs. Furthermore, most of these

programs do'not have final ccist breakdowns available at this time.
To give partial figures would be misleading. Besides, costs of a

training program are rentive, depending on such factors as pile

5 5
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numbers of teachers and the kind of institution sponsoring the
training program.

A report of this type cannot do more than present models, describe
more-or-less exemplary programs, point out some of the elements that
ought to be included in a training program, and suggest approaches.
It would be totally unrealistic for such a report to try to provide
a "cook book" manual.

A "cook book" for training teachers of adults would have to be
several "coorc books" -- one for every different kind of adult
learning situation. In'addition, the "cook books" would require many
"ifs" to provide for the innumerable variables one might expect to
encounter in any specific situation.

In any event, a training program must be tailored on the local level
to fit the needs of both individual teachers and institutions.
Su h a result is normally best achieved by working from a generic
mriel or a definite program with adaptations.

This report has presented a wide selection of models and programs.
These options can furnish the initial direction required to plan and
conduct an effective program to train teachers of adults.

5 6
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TEACHER-AIDE TRAINING

This report addressrad itself to the training of teachers of adults.

In a sense, this is a limitation that does not reflect reality

fully, 'because many educational and training programs are using aides

to supplement and complement regular teachers.

A training program, according to the literature and experience of

directors of adult education programs, ought to include a component

on how to work with.aides. In addition, training for aides ought to

be incorporated into the teacher training program.

Paraprofessional aides, employed as adjuncts to
teachers and programs, have become widely used
and accepted in education at all levels. It wasn't

the intent of this survey to ascertain whether
aides are needed or what kinds of services they
should perform. These qualifications have been

established by others. It was known that aides

in ABE were being employed in increasing numbers,
and were in fact, recognized for making significant
contributions to instruction...It appears that
the way aides were used in Missouri closely
paralleled their use nationally. Approximately

one-fourth were co-teachers (mostly), roughly
one-third tutored individual students, while be-

tween 25-30 percent were engaged in non-teaching

tasks. Approximately ten percent were used in
other ways including a combination of the three

above: recruiting, babysitting, and registering

students. (41)

More than two out qf three teachers, both nationally and in Missouri,

felt aides were "vOry important." (42)

At present "many training programs for aides are inadequate because

they tend to establish a single model for aide performance when there

is a great variety in teacher styles requiring different mixes of

roles in the art of paraprofessionals. Paraprofessionals should be

trained as jacks-of-all-trades to assume flexibility...the system

should provide for upward mobility by which paraprofessionals can

aspire to work to become qualified ABE teachers. There should also

be provision for salary increments and other incentiVes for those

who wish to remain aides and prove to be valuable in these

positions." (43)

5 7
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Appendix A

Priority Order of Statements

Ih3scribing ABE Teacher Competency
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nk
rder

Trng.
Needs

An ABE Teacher should be able to: Cateporv
.Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P.

1 * summarize and review the main points of a lesson or demonstration X

.* cletermine the difficulty, validity, and reliability of teacher-made tests

3 maintain dis.:ipline in the classroom X

3 develop a climate that will encour e learners to participate X

6 * use classrooms and other settings which provide for a comfortable

learning environment
X

6 + maintain interest of students in classroom activities

adjust rate of instruction to the learners' rate of progress

X

X

3 select curriculum which will develop+ all levels of reading comprehension X

9 + use practical arithmetic skills to illustrate mathematical concepts when

,planning instructional activities
X

12 *

-----
., identify potential talents of learners

X

12 ',
i recognize the value systipll of learners to be appropriate for the

: epvironment in which they live .

X

12 + use approPriate methods and materials to remedy deficiencies in

mathematics

,

X

* greatest trining need (.05 level'-of significance)
+ secondary training need (A.0 level of significance)
it "overtrained" - training has been more than adequate

6 2

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. .= nope and Goal of Adult Education
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



Railk

Orfder

Trng.
Needs

An ABE Teacher should be able to: Category

Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P.I1
12 + select curriculum lihich will aid learners ia developing awareness of

their own and others' feelings, concerns, and opinions X

: select curriculum which will promote development of the learners'

reading vocabularys' *( X

15.5 select curriculum which integrates reading comprehension and vocabulary

del!elopment with each content area X

15.5 design an instructional plan based on results of diagnostic tests X

17 * apply haic principles of adult learning to instructional situations

19 select curriculum which will aid the learners in developing an
interest in reading X

19 use appropriate methods and materials for teaching mathematics X

19 4 communicate effectively wich learners X .

24 * use techniques to facilitate recall

24 + determine those principles of learning which apply to adults X.

24 + select reading curriculum according to logical order X

24 sele'ct those components of a subject area which are essential to learners X

* greatest training nced.(.05 level of signifiCance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)
# "overtrained" training has been more than adequate

6 3
Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope and Goal of Adult Education
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



Rank
Order

Trng.
Needs

An ABE Teacher should be ble to: Category

Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P.

24 reinforce positiv-e attitudes toward learning
X

.
s

24 provide continuous feedback to learners on their educational progress X

24 devise instructional strategies that will develop within the learners a

sense of confidence
X

30 + function in a team teaching situation
X

30 participate in the prOcess of program evaluation

30 provide practical activities for learners which reinforce classroom

instruction
X

establish a basis for mutual respect with learnexs
X

.30

v..

t

30 # develop effective working relationships with learners

37.5 +

_

select materials and activities which promote learning about practical

government
X

37.5 + interpret the adult basic education program to other teachers and -

the community'

37.5

.
,

plan, independent study with learners
.

X

37.5 differentiate between teaching children and teaching adulz:s

* greatest training need (.05 level of significance)

+ secondary training need (.1a level of significance)

# "overtrained" training has been more than adequate

6 4

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope and Goal of Adult Education

Lrnr. = ABE Learner
1.1'. = Instructional Process



Rank
Order

Trng.1 An ABE Teacher should be able to: 1

Need ICurr.

Category
A.E. Lrnr. I.P.

37.5 recognize the potentiality for growth in learners X

37.5 select instructional materials which relate to the background

of the learners t X

4
)

37,5 place learners at their instructional level X

37.5 operate duplicating equipment and instructional hardware X

37.5 relate instructional content to the life of learners N X-

37.5 participate in the proccss of evaluating one's own teaching effectiveness X

NOTE: STATEMENTS ABOVE THIS LINE ARE RANKED IN THE TOP QUARTILE (25%)

_43.5 select mathematic concepts according to logical order X

43.5 demonstrate belief in innovation and experimentation by willingness

to try new approaches in the classroom X

52 * determine reasons for low selfconcept of learners X

52 * gather information concerning psychological problems of the learners X

52 * recognize symptoms of physical deficiencies such as vision and hearing
anomalies that may be related to reading disabilities X

A

* greatest training need (.05 level of significance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)

# "overtrained" training has been more than adequate
6 5

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope and Goal of Adult Education
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



Rank 1 Trng.

Order I Need

An ABE Teacher should be able to: Category '

Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P.

52 + plan-instructional activities which bring resources of the community

to bear on needs of learners

.*

59 + use programmed and self-directed instructional materials X

52 + relate classroom-activities' to the job experiences of learners
..

X

52 select curriculum which will develop oral language skills X

52 include concepts of modern math when selecting curriculum X -

52 diagnose.learners' basic reading skills
X

52 I diagnose learners' basic mathematical skills
X

52 I

refer learners to-community agencies for specific social, educational,

and training needs
X

52 administer informal reading inventories
X

52 construct informal tests And Measurement techniques to evaluate

learner0 achievements
4.--- X

52, i #
!

use a system-to keep records of learners' progress
.

52 it
select curriculum which will develop word attack skills X

* greatest training need (.05 level of significance)

+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)

# "overtrained" - training has been more than adequate

6 6 ,

Curr. = CurricuiUm
A.E. = $cope and Goal of Adult Education

Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I: P. = Instructional Process



IRank
'Order

TrIve,

Need

An ABE Teacher should be able te: Category
Curr. I A.E. Lrnr.t I.P.

64.5

64.5

64.5

64.5

64,5

64.5

64.5

64.5
S.

64.5

select curriculum according to appropriate sequence, continuity, and

integration X

select curriculum which provides for the development of liberal

education for the learners X

use knowledge of adult developmental characteristics to select curriculum

identify the learners' interests and levels of aspiration

adjust teaching to accommodate _individual and group characteristics

apply criteria for the selection and evaluation of instructional materials

adjust program to respond to the changing needs of the learner

maintain a clean, orderly classroom

apply knowledge of materials and procedures gained from other teachers

use appropriate materials and methods for 'specified reading deficiencies

X

73.5

73.5

describe the learning characteristics of the adult

demonstrate commitment to lifelong learning by participating in continuing

education activities

* greatest training need (.05 level of siFnificance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)

"overtrained" training has been more than adequate
6 7

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope and Goal of'Adult Education
Lrnr,e,e ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructioinal Process

X



Rank
Order

Trng.
Need

An ABE Teacher should be able to: Category
uurr. A.E. !Lrnr. 1 i.P.

,

73.5 apply pertinent research,
X

73.5 use the services of local adult basic education advisory committees X

73.5 administer informal math inventories
X

-

73.5 Iselect materials and activities which promote learning about ecology ! X

73.5 integrate knowledge of reading skills, particular dialects, and

reading problems with instructional materials

73.5 apply principles of at:itude and behavior c.,:'dinge in the instructional

process
X

84.5 + determine the modal: -,es) by which indi-7. _.:als learn most effectively

,

X

'

84.5 identify new developments, recent recommendations, and current issues in

adult education

84.5 assist learners who desire to assume new roles in society X

84.5 try novel and unique strategies in broadening horizons of learners X

84.5 evaluate instructional objectives

84.5 # differentiate between goals.and objectives
X

X

i 84.5 guide and counsel learners
* greatest training need (.05 level of significance)

+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)

# "overtrained"- training has been more than adequate

6 8

Curr.
A.E.
Lrnr.

= Curriculum
=,Scope and Goal of Adult Educatio
...ABE Learner
= InstrUctional Process



Rank '.

Order
Trng.
Need

.

.

An ABE Teacher ld be to:
Category

.

sho able
Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P.

84.5 interpret infordal reading inven6)ries

\

/
X

84.5 interpret informal math inizentories
l

X

84.5 select materials and activities which develoP study patterns

84:5 adjust instruction to provide for the social, psychological, and

physiological effects of aging

84.5 --- -
give examples of concepts and...principles ,

.

84.5 interpret and use the'results of standardiied achievement tests
..

84.5 # identify the major topics and concepts of each subject he/she teaches

_
-

NOTE: STATEMENTS ABOVE THIS LINE ARE ALSO ABOVE THE MEAN/MEDIAN

98 + incorporate practical government into the curriculum

98 + identify and analyze terminal behaviors

98 construct audio-visual materials

P
5 select curriculum which will help learners control and adjust to change

sincorporate health and nutrition objective into the curriculum

)8 use information from professional journals, organizations, and associations X
,

* greatest training need (.05 level of Significance)

+ secondary training.need (.10 lever of significance)

# "overtrained" - training has been more than adequate
6 9

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. .= Scope and Goal of Adult Educed
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



Rank
Order

Trng,
Need

An ABE Teacher shouldibe able to:

,

4tegory
Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P

98 use the Services of state and local agencies responsible for adult

basic. education
X

98 use techniques of public relations
X

98 select matcria1s and activities which promote consumer education X

98 operate a learning laboratory
,

X

/

98 adjust the administration and interpretation of tests according to

the behavioral characteristics of adults
X

98 choose tests that yield necessary data on learners

i

X

98 select materials and activities which promote the learners'

liberal education
X

107 select curriculum which develops study patterns

107 design activitieS, to develop problemr-solviag!abilities within learners X

S

107 lis: the major causes of reading difficulties in adult learners X

107 # coordinate and supervise classroom activities
X

107 # use humor in the classroom :,

greatest ,ra_n ng nee . 0) level at s gn cance

+ secondary training need (.10. Level of significance) /

# "overtrained" training has been more than adequate/

/ 7 0

urr. urr cu um

h.E. = Scope and Goal of Adult Educati(
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



ank
Order

Trng.

Need

An ABE Teacher shOuld be able to: Category
Curr.l A.E, irnr. I.P

112 differentiate between curriculLm and instruction Olen selecting curriculum
and developing instructional 'plans -

X

112 apply basic principles of roup dynamics and leadership techniques X

112 use instructional materials which are congruent with specific

curricular goals

112 maintain current information concerning commercial instructional materials X
)

112 # use appropriate methods and materials for teaching language arts X

117.5 identify causes of discrimination
i

117.5 use criterion-referenced evaluation instruments

117.5 develop generalizations supported by facts X

117.5 use the language experience approach.to teach reading X

-.. ...

117.5 determine modes and rates of instruction thrbuth diagnosis X

117.5 involve Learners in the process of formulating instructional objectives X

121 analyze the impact of prior educational experiences upon learners X

* greatest training need .05 level of significance
secondary training need (.10 level of significance)

# "overtrained': - training has 1;een more than adequate 71

Curr. = Curriculum
= Scope and_Goal of Adult Educatil

Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



'ank
rder

Trng
Needi-

'An ABE Teacher should be.able

e

Category
Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I.P,

126.5

e26.5

126.5

126.5

126.5

126.5

0.26.5

126.5

126.5

126.5

construct infu 1 reading Inventories

include the essential elements of the communication process (listening,-
speaking, reading, and writing) when selecting ourricUlum

select curriculum whAch emphasizesaoteworthT/Current events
,7%

apply theory to the process of program development:
i.

collect information on the cultural and s6cial forces that influence
the learners

/
.

/

write objectives in behayioral terms\

construct profiles which reflect learners attainment, potential,

and expectations; in reading / 1

/

write instrucional materills

apply generalizations to specific situations .

e---
_-----

explain what is individually prescribed inst,tuctInt.
___.....:

X

X

e

X

136.5

--
116.5

* interpret the philosophic:-base and current,issues of adult education
in relation to the:Narious aspects of American society

aid the learner in obtaining emplOyment,or on-the-job training ! X

* greatest training need (.05 level of/sign1ficance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level.of significance)
4 "overtrained" - training has been more-than adequate

7 2

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope.and Goal pf Adult Education
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I:P. = Instructional Process



Rank
Order

Trng.
Feed

An ABE Teacher should be able to:
I

Category
Curr. A.E. Lrnr. I..P

,136.5 interpret national, state, and local objectives of adult basic education X

136.5 recognize the historic and contemporary approaches to literacy

136.5

136.5

design instructional strategies to de,Yelop all levels of comprehension

within the cognitive domain

relate knawledge of economic and labor market information to the

vocationaljnterests of learners
0

, X

36.5 use mass media for educational purposes .,

36.5 apply synthetic end analytic word-learning methods as determined by-

diagnosis

136.5 administer interest inventories .
,

136.5 adept instructional activities for the physically handicapped X

143.5 # describe the relationship of adult basic education to adult education

_

143.5 assess anxieties about learning that are specific to identifiable

groups of learners
.

X

143:5: # recognize the similarities and differences between'general and

vocational education

143.5 # mike daily lesson plans
X

* g training need (.6 level of significance)

+ seconder training need (.10 level of significance)
# "overtrain d" - training has been more than adequate 7 3

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. .= Scope and Goal of Adult Educatiol
Lrnr. = ABE Learner

I.P. .= Instructional Process



Rank
Order

1

.Trng
Need

An ABE Teacher should be able to: Category

Ciirr. A.E. Lrnr. I. .

1

147.5 recognize the nature and intent of adult basic education legislation

including financing K\ .

147.5 # interpret social characteristics of learners

147.5 identify the major functions of community agencies which serve the

social, educational, and training needs of learners

X .

146-.5 # use behav'..orally stated Objectives
...

/

,

151.5 + prepare new teachers for innovative and changing pregrams

151.5 identify similaritAes and differences between two or more educational

philosophies

151.5 analyze reasons for learners' participating in educational programs

151.5 # relate the democratic process to everyday lives of learners )

154 # apply concepts of liberal education to adult basic education

156 use the community development approach

156

,

assess the effects of discrimination on the leariers X
._

156, # arrange-flexible grouping for learning 5

* greatest training need (.05 level of significance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)
#.!'overtrained". training has been more than adequate

7 4

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope and Goal of Adult Educati4

Lrnr. = ABE, Learner

I.P. = Instructional Process



Rank
Order

F
Trng
Need

An ABE Teacher should be able to:

1

.

Category
Curr.1A.E. Lrnr. I. .

158 recruit the learners
X

166

160

160

identify major cau/es of the literacy problem in the United States

select materials and activities which promote learning about health

and nutrition

recognize action words appropriate to a given behavior

' X

X .

164

164

164

164

164 #

interpret the social structure and characteristics of the community

collect information on the learners' physical, mental, and,social

defvelopmeht
.....

,

gather information on the economically disadvantaged in-various
ethnic groups

,

select objectiwes from each of the domains (cognitive, psychomotor,-
\

and affective)
\

\

administer standardized test

X

X .

X

167 arrange and conduct field trips

168 incorporate consumer education into the curriculum
6

// * greatest training need (.05 level of significance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)

"overtrained7 training has been more than adequate
7 5

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope and Goal of Adult Education

Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process



Trng,
Need

An ABE Teacher should be able to: Category

I.
use learners' oral language facility, including dialect, as the basis

;for developing skills in standard English.

*Igreatest training need (.05 level of significance)
+ secondary training need (.10 level of significance)
# "overtrained" - training has been more than adequate

7 6

Curr. = Curriculum
A.E. = Scope And Goal of Adult Educatj
Lrnr. = ABE Learner
I.P. = Instructional Process .



APPENDEX B

Methodology of this Report

One of the two chief objectives of this project was to R,Irvey the

literature dealing with training teachers of adults. The assessment

consisted of these activities:

1. Both a computer and hand search were made of the entire

ERIC collection.

2.- A search was wade of the extensive docgentary collection of

the Library of Continuing Education, Syracuse University,

S',racuse, 1,1.,:fw York.

3. A search was made through the National Multimedia Center for

Adult Basic Education, Montclair State College, MOntclair,

New Jersey.

4. An onsite search was made of the documents at the offices

of the Center for Resource Development in Adult Education,

University of MissouriKansas City.,

5. Standard bibliographic references were systematically

screened, including Education Index, Review of Educational

Research, and Readers' Guide to Periodic Literatur

Various agencies and institutions were canvassed f

unpublished reports and program review

In addition, the author called upon the knowledge and experience of

numerous practitioners and professors in the field of adult and

continuing education.

After studying abstract's of all the documents identified through the

various searches, those that seemed most appropriate were obtained

and examined fox pertinent and relevant mater'..al.'

The second objective of this project was to identify the programs

or practices considered to be exemplary fon inservice training of

teachers of adults.

The first step wa'S to contact all ten HEW Regional Staff Development

Project Directors working'in the:309 projects, under Title IIrof

the Adult Education Act. These directors were asked to supply both

specific programs (in or outside their regions) which they considered

to be exemplary, and the names of other individuals who might help

to identify such programs.

All these leads were followed up ei:..he-r by letter, telephone, or \
personal contact onsite, or at conferences and meetings. In addition,

other programs nd individuals were identified both through the

literature-, thr ugh personal contacts, and through numerous individuals

involved in tra ning teachers of adults on.local, state, regional, 1rd.
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national levels, including professors of adult education.

Every suggestion was followed up to the extent that it proved to
be of further usefulness to this project.

The sad part of this search to identify exemplary programs and
practices was the large number of individuals contacted who admitted
that they could not identify even one such exemplary program or
practice. Many of them made such comments as; "There aren't any
such exemplary programs around anywhere," or "I know a lot of programs
that are making some headway, but they would.hardly be called
exemplary."

All the persons contacted admitted that there was a lot of interest
and activity in this direction, but that the tiaid still has to

develop such exemplary programs.

The list of criteria developed was then tested by asking the opinions
of several dozen knowledgeable individuals, both on the practitioner
and academic levels. Everyone consulted agreed that the list was
all-inclusive and well conceived, but almost all of them suggested
that there was no program in existence, ro their knowledge, that
could meet all the criteria.

Once the criteria were validated through this kind of."jury" process,
they were applied to the programs identified for closer study.

An initial draft of this report was distributed to selected
individuals for review. These included teachers of adults,
admitistrators of adult education programs, program planners, and
professors of adult education.

This final report acknowledges their contributio.is and incorporates
their helpful suggestions.

U.)
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